
The Weariness of Waiting

 June 1, 2016

May the Lord impart His endless patience to our weary
hearts.

Well, dear Heartdwellers, I have to admit I came into prayer
extremely flat-lined and dry. Even my faith
wavered...would the Lord speak to me when I am feeling so
watered down? Then I realized, today is the first day of
June. May has come and gone, and we are still here.

Yet, every day for the last two weeks the Lord is giving Ezekiel and I Scripture after Scripture about the
Rapture and wedding feast of the Lamb, and being ready. For those of you who have been with us for
over a year, you probably remember that He said it would not be years but months - and that was back in
September. Then most lately, He said it is being held back minute by minute. But these minutes seem
interminably long!

The day is gray here in Taos, and I have to say it reflects my weary heart.

"Lord, every single day for the last week or two You bring up Heaven and our wedding. Dreams about
our wedding, visions about our wedding, Scriptures about it. Readings that I open to from our book that
we've written about it. There hasn't been a day lately that You haven't mentioned something about a
wedding or given us Scriptures about the Rapture. And yet I do struggle every day with wearying
expectation."

The Lord answered me, "Are you wanting Me to answer this?"

No. I'm just saying...

"Come here, Clare."

I saw myself in the spirit leaning on His chest.

"You are not alone in this struggle. Not just you but others, too, and not just others but opposition, too.
Anything to steal your incentive, your joy, your peace. But have you ever known Me not to keep a
promise?"

Lord, I cannot say, because there are things that You have said that are unfulfilled as yet.

"In My Word, did I always fulfill My words to My Prophets?"

Absolutely. Although some of them were not alive to see the day...
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"Well, you will be alive - that I have promised. The darkest hour is always before dawn. For many of you,
My Brides, this is a dark hour, although you still have the necessities of life as it proceeds along. But for
many it is a dark hour because you are laughed to scorn by your relatives, made fun of by those who
watch your expectation of My return for you. Your hope will not be disappointed. Pay no mind to the
whisperings and accusations of those who do not open their ears and their hearts to Me totally.

"Many are so riveted on the world they don't want to hear what I have to say. They don't want to hear My
warnings. And yet they say, 'Where is the promise of His coming?' and you take a deep breath and tell
them, 'The Bridegroom was delayed, but that does not mean He isn't on His way.'

"Indeed, I am at the door - not on the way. 'On the way' was passed a long time ago. I am here now,
holding out for yet another soul. Do I ever grow weary? To some that concept is blasphemous, but yes, I
do grow weary. And all of you who are close to Me, My Brides especially, you know I am weary, because
you, too, are weary and carrying this with you day after day. 

"But because of My grace, you continue to persevere and hope against hope that I will fulfill this promise
while you are yet alive. You continue to correct the selfish streak that wants it now, irregardless of those
who are being brought to Me, and those who will perish in hell. You continue to put your hand in Mine
and walk with Me beyond the pain of your weariness. And I commend you for that."

"There is no greater love than to lay down one's life for one's friends. And you are My friends if you do
what I command. And this is My commandment, that you love one another as I have loved you." John 15

"And so, many of you are walking in this love, in great expectation. But you are growing weary. I am
commending you, My Bride, for standing at My side in dryness, in physical trials, in scorn and contempt
from your peers. Oh, how great will be your recompense in standing beside Me when so many are
running away from Me into the world, when so many are slipping into the traps I warned them of as a
one world government seeks to groom some and destroy others. As I follow the lost and the backslidden
around, hoping they will just stop for one moment and consider their eternal destination before it is too
late.

"Yes, I too am weary - very weary. Yet we hold out for just one more beloved son and daughter to return
to Me. What shall I say, that the Day is coming? No, you have heard all that before. But I can tell you
this: your reward in Heaven is very great. You have put on My garments of salvation and stood with Me
in the dryness, in the testings, in the brutality leveled against you, some even losing their heads, only to
gain an eternity with Me. Yes, an eternity with Me. Joys that you cannot reckon with the human mind.

"But for you who are still here, for you who persevere in climbing the mountain of holiness, I am taking
you from glory to glory. You cannot see where you have come from or where you are going. You only
look to My hand, following Me wherever I go, seeking Me out each day, hungering to know My will and
to live for Me. Yes, for you the journey is long, dry and hard. But when you finally stand on that mountain
top and take in the view, you will count all your sufferings as nothing. And like a woman who has brought
forth a man-child, you will forget the long and intense labor for the joy of holding the newborn child in
your arms.

"I have little more to say to you, My Brides - except that you are My co-laborers in the vineyard. You
stand by My side in expectation of that Day, and I tell you the truth: your hope will not be disappointed
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and your reward will be great."
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Make Peace With All

 June 2, 2016

May the Lord Jesus bless us with vigilance and energy as
we live to please Him and touch others with brotherly love.
May He find us about His business when He comes.

Jesus began, "My precious Dove, there is so little left to say
right now except for exhortations to holiness and to care
particularly for those around you and those I send to you.
Make peace with anyone you are holding grudges against.
Do not leave behind grudges. Do not leave behind loose

ends. See to it that you are at peace with ALL men to the best of your ability. 

"For some this will be a very difficult decision and endeavor. But may I say, the more difficult, the more
necessary it is. Some will feel deep guilt when you are gone. I would like you to lift that off of them now.
Make peace with them. It may not have been your fault, but you can still apologize." 

"Oh Lord, how many times You do this with me!!!"

Just as an aside, dear ones, there have been times when I totally deserved hardships and losses because of
my bad behavior or romping around outside the sheepfold. Mostly my love and addiction for beauty in
nature. I'm sure you who frequent Pinterest know exactly how much time you can waste following
beauty.

In any case, when I'd go off on a time wasting tangent and something important got neglected and I
suffered consequences... Still, if it was painful, the Lord would come and hold me and tell me, "I'm so
sorry." Even though He wasn't the cause of it, He would apologize and be compassionate in
understanding. So, if God Almighty can say He is sorry when it is not even His fault, certainly we can say
it even when it wasn't our fault.

Many times people perceive things to be our fault, when in fact it is theirs and they are projecting it onto
us. Even then, the Lord is asking for us to be compassionate and clean up the loose ends so that those who
are left behind do not have the additional burden of guilt and alienation from you and powerlessness to do
anything more about it.

I'm sure some of you know how badly it feels when someone dies and you didn't get a chance to say 'I'm
sorry, I love you.' Or they didn't make amends with you. So, for the sake of others, please consider
making peace and be certain that your hearts are not holding unforgiveness. That is something only Holy
Spirit can show us, but we must ask.

Jesus continued, "That is My point, dear ones. I want you to be free and clean of any earthly
entanglements when I come for you. I want to see you totally freed from bitterness and the unforgiveness
that has entangled you in the past, as well as free from others still being embittered over you or attached
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to you. You cannot please everyone, but you can at least make an attempt at resolving past conflicts. In
time, I can work with those you attempted, in great humility, to make peace with and loosen their
bondage to the past. Truly, the tyranny of memories is a slow-killing poison that robs a soul of his life in
the present moment.

"Once you have made your peace as best you can, when the enemy tries to assail you with guilt and
condemnation or things of the past you can no longer rectify, let them drop like a stone into the ocean.
Do not wrestle with 'should haves/should not haves.' Simply let them drop like a stone into the ocean of
My Mercy for Me to resolve. The tendency to fight or rationalize these thoughts only draws you deeper
into the conflict. I already have a resolution, in My time. I already have a provision, in My time.
Abandoning these to Me is your sure and healthy answer to them being worked out.

"Then you are free from the fetters of the past and fully here with Me, fully Mine, not chained to guilt
wracking thoughts from the past. This is one secret of a joyful life in Me. Being truly present to Me right
here and now, as I am truly present to you. So much beauty passes you by, because your mind is
preoccupied with the past or the future. If you have examined your heart carefully and repented, you can
live with Me now because the past and the future are Mine to negotiate.

"You are to be like a little child with her hand in Daddy's, walking along the seashore of life, finding ever
new joy in the treasures and opportunities I toss up in the tides everyday. Oh, how blessed is the soul that
has abandoned all their cares into My capable hands. I will surely commune with them continuously,
because their minds are free from earthly encumbrances. 

"You are beautiful to look at, My Bride. Do not let your brow furrow with concerns of the past or the
future - it only mars your beauty and reveals your lack of trust in Me. Oh, how beautiful is the soul whose
only expression is the wonder and peace of My presence in their lives from moment to moment. 

"You have seen how some mature and elder Christians still look young. The peace you see resting on
their faces is the fruit of diligently rejecting those thoughts the enemy is continually bombarding you with
to wear you thin and shorten your life, injecting bitterness and remorse. Happy the soul who commits it
all to Me. I can truly be the joy of your countenance from moment to moment. 

"Let this peace be with you now, My Beautiful Brides. Be sure to leave behind you no loose ends. Rather,
bless those you have known with the freedom of forgiveness and brotherly love. 

"I am with you in this. I will touch their hearts." 
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Prayer Alert-Pray for Mercy

 June 2, 2016

Well, Dear Heartdwellers - I came into prayer a second time
today, before I was going to work on the portrait of the
Lord. And the Lord is pinpointing a time frame for the
beginning of events that will shake the entire world. He is
calling for prayer, and I can see that it is His wish that again
it will be averted. I have nothing to say other than 'I support
you, Lord and I am laying down my desire to be done with
this world.'

Carol has gotten a word from the Lord that this weekend could possibly be the beginning of travails. I
sought the Lord about this and here is what He had to say.

"So, what if I tell you now that this weekend is correct. What would you say... would you believe Me?" 

If I knew it was You, Lord, how could I not?

"Unbelief runs strong in you, Clare...very strong. It's that midwestern 'I'm from Missouri' kind of attitude,
which - by the way - I cannot argue with. That's what led you to Me. You wouldn't accept a counterfeit,
you had to have the real thing. And I am the real thing and what I am telling you is the real thing: there
are going to be explosions this weekend and I have already told you where.

"I have My intercessors swinging into action even now. Would you like to be part of them?" 

Yes, Lord, whatever I can do to help.

"Pray for mercy. Mercy for the young, mercy for the old, mercy for the infirm. Pray for little children -
the most brutal casualties of these events. Pray for mothers and fathers, sisters and brothers - pray that
they will run to Me and only Me. 

"Perhaps the Father will relent and give yet another extension of time. We shall see. But My Brides
should be the very first ones to cry out to Me for Mercy. This is the heart and posture of My precious
ones. Please, Clare, be among them. I know how weary you all are. I am not promising anything, but
your prayers for mercy will be heard - one way or the other.

"This is all I can tell you about the events right now. Swing into action and pray. I am with you in this
and I need your prayers, My Brides."

And there was one other element to this message that I do not understand. That was, that I saw the Lord
sitting at a card table, playing cards. I couldn't tell if He was playing Solitaire or He was with other men.
And I mentioned that to Carol, and she had some thoughts that hit her rather hard. But we're still trying to
discern. One of the things that I thought of was the Canadian border, when I saw the militia that's for our
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country on the Canadian border. They were playing cards, they were waiting for something to happen.
And they were playing cards while they were waiting. They were on alert.

So, I don't know exactly what it means, but if any of you have any ideas and you want to leave it in a
Message, that's fine.

Thank you. The Lord bless you. We're going to pray for Mercy tonight. Mercy. Mercy. Mercy.
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Your Prayers Are Working

 June 4, 2016

Lord Jesus, grant us the grace to persevere in Mercy and
Prayer.

Well, Heartdwellers, I have been so very tempted to check
the news and the rhema the Lord just gave me hit it right on
the head: "Abandon the excessive desire to know, because it
leads to much distraction and deceit." Wow.

So, that got nipped in the bud, because what I was going to do first thing today was check the news. And
He doesn't want me doing that.

So, when I sat down to listen to the Lord after worship, He spoke to me immediately.

He said, "Your prayers are working. Almost every soul who watches your videos is now praying, with the
exception of those who do not want to know Me."

Wow. That's beautiful. And before I get into the message, I just want to share with you a little bit of my
weakness and how kind the Lord has been in dealing with me.

I got hit with a serious temptation to Ghirardelli dark chocolate chip cookies and barbecue for the last
three days. I've just been fending it off and trying to ignore it. The stress and tension from what the Lord
has told us and asked us all to pray about finally got to me and I ended up with barbecue and made a
batch of chocolate chip cookies.

On Friday, nonetheless - on the day I prefer to abstain just in honor of the Lord's passion. And in prayer,
with all these things going on, I really shouldn't have blown it. But I did.

So, for all of you who are tempted by certain foods that you'd like to fast from as an offering to the
Lord...it's wonderful when you can keep it up, but know that you're not alone if you blow it.

When I came into prayer, I was kind of ducking my head because of my self-indulgence and I realized the
devils stomp on your appetite buttons. If you don't confront it and bring it down through prayer, you give
in. Then you feel ashamed and your relationship with the Lord suffers. I know from past experience,
when I fast His presence is clearer. So, I must have spend at least two hours in worship and I could barely
sense His presence.

Finally I broke down and told Him, "Lord, I know I have sinned and preferred the flesh over You - and
now I cannot feel Your presence. I am so deserving of this. Nevertheless, for the sake of those who follow
the channel... Lord, what do you have to say to them?"

He began immediately, "Keep praying. We are not out of the woods yet. There has been some progress
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made, but it is still majorly serious. You remember what happened to Sodom and Gomorrah." 

Yes, Lord.

"Well, what you have in Tel Aviv is worse yet and cries out to God for punishment. This voice, at this
time, is louder than any other in the ears of My Father. In this moment, serious destruction is slated for
this city. Be aware, My Father will not be mocked and mockers have entered the city gates in droves,
lifting up their horn in arrogance and abandon. 

"This is the generation of whom it is written that judgment of the nations is long overdue, and yet because
of the holiness of those who cry out to the Father, judgment has in the past been delayed. But to continue
to ignore this would make My Father unjust - instead of merciful.

"Do you see, My daughter? Some of this MUST come to pass. Some things are of absolute necessity to
come to pass and can be mitigated through prayer, and even delayed... but not called off." 

Lord, what about our Nation?

"The cries of the faithful have mounted on high and moved upon My Father's heart, and yet there is
sadness and travail in store for your country. Pray, Clare. Pray very hard that the Father's wrath will be
averted. Pray that those who know better will rise up and pray that a succession of failures will derail the
evil planned against the good people of this nation. 

"They are the one nation under God and not a part of the debauchery of the governing body. This country
was taken by force and intrigue, not popular vote based on facts. But that is the way it was written for the
Anti Christ, a man of intrigue and deceitful means, coming to power not by virtue, but by trickery. 

"Clare, I want you all to keep praying. There is still much that has not been called off. Your prayers are
having an effect, but there is so much more involved."

And what about the world, Lord?

"You can see the shadow of Islam now darkening the nations. The religion of Satan. While he walks
invisibly, the shadow cast by the density of his malice is darkening every area of the world. Soon it will
no longer be a shadowy influence in America but an up-front reality as town after town falls to Sharia
Law. You will not be here for that. I will surely remove you from the grips of this evil. 

"So much has to take place, Clare, but understand that your prayers for mercy have and will soften the
harshness of the judgment - so do not stop praying. There is still much to be averted. Hope in His Mercy,
but know for certain that certain things must come to pass."

Certain things, Lord, like what?

"Like war, earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes and the aftermath of these woes. 

"Clare... I am talking to you, My Bride." 
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I was at that moment struggling with my guilt and hoping this was truly Him.

"Shall I not hearken unto your cry for mercy, regardless of cookies and barbecue? You were raised to
expect comforts when things were bad. That is an ingrown and blood sugar related reaction, yet you can
overcome that with My grace. 

"But I have had pity on you. I heard your cry for mercy." 

Then at that moment, He became very, very clear and held me over His heart.

"What I want to tell you, My Love, is that it will not be long now. Basically, things are going to happen,
but much mercy will fall into play. Yet there will be confusion and pandemonium and I expect you all to
cleave to Me in the midst of this. Whether you can see one another or not, stay close to Me. I will not be
distant from you at any moment; your days, your lives are in My hands. And I cherish them tenderly.

"Do not waste time, My Love. Make the best of what you have before you. I know your physical
limitations, I know you can only do so much. But I can do so much more if you will rely on Me and not
your own devices. For instance, in this moment you came to Me in poverty of spirit and now you are
seeing and hearing Me clearly.

"Always come to Me this way, even when you haven't indulged yourself. Always come to Me blind and
naked and I will always reach over that barrier and touch you. Do you understand? Your poverty and
littleness cry out to Me and I cannot resist you. It is the proud and self-satisfied I resist, but the little and
weak I shed mercy upon.

"As the days continue to unfold, do not grow lax in your prayers. That may be the very force that holds
back My Father's hand. There is a great reward for those who have forsaken their personal preferences
in favor of Mercy for those who are not ready. There is a proving ground in this, to see which of those
called by the name of My Bride are truly in unison with My Heart. Yes, these days are again proving
grounds to reveal yet another layer of depth in devotion to Me and who actually does truly care for Me
and for their brother. 

"It is as the Church at Philadelphia. Cleave to that description and you will pass in flying colors... Pun
intended." He smiled. (I think He was referring to the Rapture there - 'flying colors'.) I am with you, My
Brides. Prove your faithfulness to Me by your self-sacrificing prayers for those who are slated for
destruction. A crown of virtue awaits you."
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My Personal Struggle With Unbelief

 June 5, 2016

The Lord is with us, dear Heartdwellers. In Him we live and
move and have our being. May He sharpen our discernment
skills and make us the good soil His words fall upon.

So, today I want to share with you some of my battles that I
have over my calling and over the mission the Lord has

given me. I am continually under pressure to withdraw from the battle, but the strength to persevere
comes from My God, Who is all sufficient. Nonetheless, I share these things with you in case you, too,
are being tempted. Because I believe that every sincere Christian is constantly being buffeted for their
faith. And I'm certainly no exception to the rule.

When the Lord got ahold of me on Friday and had me put out an urgent call to prayer, I again put myself
in harm's way by declaring that we were at a high risk this week for the beginning of the Tribulation,
which the Lord has wanted to forestall.

I know that many of you prayed with all your hearts for mercy. I confess I've been rather flat-lined in this
area of prayer, but I knew that if I called upon the Lord to give me a burden He would. And so He did,
and I cried out with all my strength for Mercy, God's Mercy. And for this country, more Mercy and that
Godly leaders, elected by God would rise up in victory over the evil ones who are not true Americans.
They do not carry the vision God has for this country. Rather, they hate our freedoms and are bent on
destroying all the good God has done through this nation.

Not overlooking that we as a nation, through our sins of omission, mainly..."I'm too busy making money
and spending it at the mall"....OUR sins of omission. To busy to pay any attention to what we have
allowed and hosted on America's soil: the elite's agenda to commit heinous crimes against humanity,
genocide against what they call 'useless eaters' and the populations of third world countries. We have
training grounds in this country, and they're absolutely detestable.

These have been my heart cries. Little did I realize that these kinds of prayers also totally wipe you out
for any other activities. Yet, I knew I had done what was most important with my time. I prayed with all
my heart and all my strength.

And as the weekend developed and the Lord came to me with messages - especially Saturday morning,
when He said that the Father has heard our prayers...the enemy also came in with his agenda. That is, to
cause me to want to give up, by saying, "See, nothing has happened and nothing will happen because you
are a false prophet!" He hit me hard, over and over again with these accusations and last night I finally
cried out to the Lord and said, "Lord, please! Do something, say something! Am I your servant or am I
deluded??" And after about 6 hours in and out of prayer, but mostly worship, I just sat there and cried
because He wasn't saying anything.

Earlier, I had been inspired to combine all my short song lists in iTunes to one long list of 96 songs, or 9
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hours of listening, that Holy Spirit could choose from to direct me in worship. Because I have found that
if I let Him pick the songs, He speaks very clearly to me. So, I set it to 'shuffle' and 'repeat all'. It has been
amazing the way He addresses my moods and fears through these songs. I know He chooses. Much like
making my music library a big rhema pool.

Just when I was at my lowest last night, a song I didn't even know I had started to play. A song by Cody
Carnes with Kari Jobe, entitled, "All He Says I Am". I would love to play this song for you on this
message but it will get censored in Germany and in other countries if I do. So, for the sake of our German
listeners, you'll have to put up with my voice...which I think sounds a little bit better than reading.
Incidentally, if you listen to this song, you may need the lyrics, 'cause they are hard to understand at
certain points.

The Lyrics:

He whispers in my ear

Tells me that I'm fearless...

He shares a melody

Tells me to repeat it...

And it makes me whole...

It reminds my soul...

I am all He says I am...

I am all He says I am...

I am all He says I am...

And He says I am His own.

I was blinded by scales upon my eyes...

Then He came like a light...

And burned up all the lies...

He set me free...

He reminded me...

I am all He says I am...

I am all He says I am...
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I am all He says I am...

And He says I am His own.

When I heard the lyrics clearly and realized what God was saying to me in this song, I just sat there in
tears of joy, thanking Him over and over again.

Well, at that point it was time for me to go to bed. Ezekiel was getting up and I told him of my struggles.
He went to the Bible Promises asking if I was truly hearing from God and opened at random to the page
entitled 'Holy Spirit.' He said, "Honey, you are hearing from God, it IS His voice." Wow, that made me
feel better, because he is my covering. And in addition to what he said, Carol had also been getting
similar readings about the message that I was giving out to you - a call to prayer for Mercy.

And the Lord had given me rhemas over the past three days as I was calling you all to prayer for Mercy.
And this is what they were:

"I have poured out My Heart to you and made My thoughts known to you."

That was one rhema. Then another one was:

"I have put My words in your mouth."

That was the rhema I received right after I recorded the message, "The Call To Prayer for Mercy."

And the third one was:

"Streams of Living Water are flowing from within you."

So, the Lord confirmed four times over that night, through several different means, that I was hearing
from Him and this is the message He wanted me to deliver to you.

And being totally transparent with you all, I need to hear these words, because I knew I was putting
myself on the line declaring that this weekend could be the beginning of sorrows if we didn't pray very
hard for Mercy.

I knew that God was merciful and when He asks us to pray to avert something, so far that I know of... it
never happens. I know that. It is a rock-solid belief in my heart. He wants to stop something, so He asks
for prayer - and then it stops.

So, I knew in advance I would be open to ridicule, from not only my enemies but from the skeptics and
weaker listeners on our channel. But I also knew I could not let My God down; I had to speak what I
knew to be the truth - ridicule or not.

I have been in this position several times, it is not new to me. Although being in this place before an
audience of potentially 17,000 people, IS new to me. But no matter. God's words to me are God's words
to me and millions could not make me cow. I know who He is and He always reinstates me when I begin
to doubt who I am to Him.
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I know how Jonah felt, and I've fought to avoid that attitude like the plague it is. A proud, self-righteous
attitude that would rather see tens of thousands of heathen die than be "wrong" in the eyes of his critics
and possibly stoned as a false prophet. If not for the grace of God, I would be there right now.

So, I counsel you, dear listeners. I have brought the words of the Lord to you faithfully. You have prayed,
God has heard and responded by extending Mercy. We have avoided calamity and you have proved
yourselves through your heartfelt prayers. You have proved that you are truly His Bride, for you have laid
down your lives for your friends and taken up the heart cry of your Spouse, out Lord Jesus. You have
shown brotherly love and fidelity. And God has answered by withholding His wrath.

Or perhaps you've chosen the other view: there never was any threat of events this weekend and I'm a
false prophet.

Well, if you believe that, I sympathize with you. I have my doubts, too. But He never ceases to confirm
His words to me, never. But you may not have that connection with Him and I understand your doubts -
that's why the Lord has given me scores of videos to help others learn discernment.

Welcome to life in the Spirit!

Discernment is the hardest task you will ever face in your life. I pray for you, because it is my heart that
you, with Holy Spirit's help, will master that skill as much as it can be mastered in this life, behind the
veil.

And I just wanted to mention to you that, this morning when I got up, Ezekiel - the Lord had spoken to
Ezekiel and told him that there was some kind of a serious threat that was coming up with Syria last
night, and that what I went through was a suffering. And it was part of a suffering that was offered up to
avert this conflict. So, that was very comforting. And then I got an email that the people who were
working on the peace treaty in Paris were flooded out by a river that rose 20 feet within hours and flooded
the room they were working in. So, the Lord scuttled the so-called "peace talks" in Paris when the Seine
River overflowed. In fact, several people died in that flood.

So, He's definitely moving. And for those of you who've prayed for Mercy, this is some of the fruit of
your prayers.

This Scripture Mark 4 was quickened to me as I finished up this sharing with you.

The farmer sows the word. 15 Some people are like seed along the path, where the word is sown. As soon
as they hear it, Satan comes and takes away the word that was sown in them. 

This has to do with people who hear the voice of the Lord, but then they hear from other people, "Oh,
she's a false prophet." or "She's of the devil." or whatever they hear. And all of a sudden they get
frightened and the word that was sown is taken away by the enemy.

16 Others, like seed sown on rocky places, hear the word and at once receive it with joy. 17 But since
they have no root, they last only a short time. When trouble or persecution or opposition comes because
of the word, they quickly fall away. 18 Still others are like seed sown among thorns. They hear the word;
19 but the worries of this life, the deceitfulness of wealth and the desires for other things come in and
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choke the word, making it unfruitful. 

I used to be in that place, guys. But I think a lot of you, older parents, you have adult children who are in
that place. They're so into their wealth and desire for good things that they've choked out the word. And
it's been unfruitful in them. And they are absolutely scornful about a revelation coming to pass in their
lifetime, because they are enjoying their lives.

20 Others, like seed sown on good soil, hear the word, accept it, and produce a crop--some thirty, some
sixty, some a hundred times what was sown."

What I want to say is, to you Heartdwellers who prayed for Mercy - you've produced a crop. You have
produced Mercy. And it's no accident that those peace talks were washed out by the Seine River, by it
flooding 20 feet. I mean, they haven't had anything like that since the turn of the century. Twenty feet in a
few hours, rushing through the rooms that the men were working in to try and finish up this peace treaty.
The Lord definitely blocked it. And you know what? They can't get together again until September. So,
your prayers have definitely had an impact on what's going on.

Dear Lord, we pray that You make us the good soil. That when your prophetic words are spoken we take
it deeply to heart and produce a crop of righteousness, some thirty, some sixty, some a hundred times
what was sown. Thank You, Lord, for Your Grace. Help us to always correspond to it and bring forth this
crop. Amen.
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Make This Time Count

 June 7, 2016

The blessings and courage of Our Lord Jesus be with you
all, Heartdwellers. Forgive my lapse of two days, we've had
some trials to work out, but with your prayers and the
Lord's help, things are again running smoothly and I
couldn't wait to get back with you all.

I had a very long time of worship today, and it was very,
very sweet and rich. Mostly, what's been keeping me down for two days is intercession and really getting
worn out in travail over our country. And I felt somewhat of a release today.

So, that may not be so for ALL of you. i know some of you are called to be in prayer more continuously.
But I couldn't be in prayer and with you at the same time, so the Lord has given me leave to give you a
message.

So, I rested a great deal in worship today. And it brought back some memories of working with music,
which I'm going to bring up here in a second.

It all began when I said, "Lord, here I am. Do I need to go back to prayer and worship?" I'd just come out
of a little nap.

He said, "What do you think?"

I'm anxious to hear from you, Jesus.

"And I am here for you, My Dove. Tossed about on the stormy sea." 

Yes, that's true, listening to Eden's Bridge, the songs you picked during worship rekindled my calling in
music. I miss writing, playing and singing. I miss it...and somehow, because I'm working on Your
painting, which is still in the drawing stage, I feel that one cancels out the other.

He replied, "By the way, the selection of songs was no accident. If this is what you long for, why aren't
you doing it then?"

Time? Lord, what do you have to say about this?

"Your first priority are My words. After that, you may play to your hearts content." 

Seriously?

"With the exception of serious calls to prayer, Yes.
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"I love your music. (He held me to His heart) I am helping people through your music. Clare, your music
is not just music. There is an anointing on your voice that cannot be duplicated. "Every person has an
anointing that goes with their voice, because a voice comes from the depths of the heart and lungs, and a
soul communicates to other souls this way. This is why spoken word is SO powerful. And it's natural to
you. There is something so wonderful and unique about a soul's voice, especially when I have chosen
them to speak and sing. It's much more than style of music or expertise; much, much more. 

"There is an invisible medicine, an oil that is exuding from a voice chosen to minister. This oil meets the
soul on a spirit level, a profoundly high level. There are vibrations involved that move energies in the
brain. That impact and transmit a vibration for good or for bad. Satan has mastered the art of
manipulation through music, as far as his limitations as a created being go.

"That is why the world is in such a mess. Or at least one reason. He is broadcasting dark matter, so to
speak, all over the world through sound heard and sound unheard. There is so much more to music than
what sounds good to the ear. There is an effect for good or evil, and My people are transmitting good
through their voices, even though some styles of music would be disputed among the ultra conservative
groups. I use every sound wave created by My musicians to minister to souls. The sound can be pleasant
or unpleasant, but still I am touching places with the unheard part of the sound. 

"Trust Me. This is absolutely true. The human ear does not pick up on these ultrasound frequencies,
because they border on inter-dimensional planes. All of this is not that important to you, Dearest. What is
important is that you have a gift, many gifts I have given you, and it would give Me great pleasure to hear
you sing and play again. It truly would. It will require a trimming down of what you spend your time
on...but it can be done."

Jesus, can You help me with this? I want to be present to my husband and the channel, these things take
time.

"Ask Me to extend your time."

You can do that?

"Why do you call Me God, and then question?" (He said, tongue in cheek)

I guess because it is so extraordinary.

"Well, let Me explain to you how it works. I suggest something and you obey immediately. That's the real
miracle." 

At this point, I was laughing.

He said, "No, I am serious. The day you stop wasting time on foolish things...and I put a little check in
your spirit when you set out. But you are very head-strong, Clare, and you quip back to Me, "This'll only
take a minute, Lord - I'll be right back!" And off you go... Three hours later you are disgusted with the
time you wasted. Getting you out of that habit will be a supernatural act. In short, a miracle. Will you
cooperate with Me?"
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OK. Yes, I do take this seriously, because I do have songs on my heart that I want to finish...however best
I can in the time left to us.

"And when I come for you, you shall be in front of your microphone." 

What about the radio work You wanted me to do?

"You can feed teachings into radio, you don't have to do separate work for the radio. This was My plan,
to implement short segments of teaching on the radio. You have helpers - use them.

"What is before you IS doable, if you are willing.

"May I say to all My children: curiosity is your downfall. There is much I have put on your hearts to do,
but you don't have the discipline to stick with them until they are done - or in some cases, like Clare's,
even get started. You will look back on your time on Earth and see that you wasted years worth of time
doing foolish things.

"The devils know it is not easy to draw you into a sin like adultery or murder, but making you waste time
is a cinch, and thereby foils My efforts to use you in your anointing. Part of the issue is deep in your
hearts, My Brides. Part of the issue is your lack of belief in yourself and I, working together to bring it
about. Far too many things are begun and maintained by your own strength, rather than turning them
over to Me so we can work together.

"I know you are all going to question why I am bringing such things up now, with the shortness of time
before us. The answer to that is quite simple: make the best of the time remaining to you - be it two hours
or two weeks or two months. Cut off distractions and focus on what you know is a gift from Me. Every one
of you have a gift I have given you. For some, it is still in the form of a dream. For others, it's buried
under a pile of disappointments and failed starts. Dust it off and put your energy into it along with
prayer, worship and your daily duties." 

Lord, I know it is not safe for me to go on Pinterest at all, and when I do...oh dear...it is hard to get off.

"Things like that: curiosities, Youtube, social media. While you are connected to community, you are easy
prey for demons of distraction (which can eventually lead you into sin) but absolutely can take the
precious moments left in your lives and waste them. Do you know every minute will be accounted for? If
you have come to Me and repented of the lost years, it will not be remembered or held against you. But if
you hold onto them and refuse to confess and change your ways, they will.

"Most of your problem truly lies in the fact that you do not believe in yourself. But I believe in you and I
know what can be done when you believe in Me. Together we can do this. The hardest part is starting.
The next hardest part is overcoming obstacles. Then overcoming boredom or lack of inspiration. All of
these problems can be handled in worship and prayer when Holy Spirit refreshes you in His anointing
and power. 

"It's all about how much do you love Me and how much will you give Me? How much are you willing to
invest...even in the little time left to us? Abraham believed God and it was counted to him as
righteousness. To act on what I have given you is to prove your faith in Me. To let it sit dormant in a dark
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and dank basement under a pile of waste is almost unforgivable.

"Don't get Me wrong. I am not saying it is unforgivable. I see what you do not see: hidden forces at work
against you. But again, all of that can be overcome when you place your hand firmly in Mine, never
letting go, and keep on going until it is finished.

"So, what do you say? Here we are on the edge of your eternity, My Bride. Whatever is still left to do -
are you willing to take it up and keep going until the trumpet sounds? Are you willing to let Me
miraculously stretch your time to accomplish what you failed at before? What you do not see is that when
you invest yourself in something, I credit it to you in Heaven, though you were still at it when I called
you. The fact that you had a vision and were willing to put all of your effort into it, even if only a little
time is left to you - that very fact alone calls upon My compassion and mercy to finish it for you and
credit it to you as a work of love done for Me.

"Is it not written that I will perfect that which concerns you? And I will complete and finish what I have
begun in you? Oh, you have no idea of the dynamics that exist in the spiritual realm. They are nothing
like what you deal with here. Not in value or in the supposedly 'unfinished' state. As long as you keep
going, resolute and committed, I in turn will finish what you have begun. What a lovely surprise many of
you will have in Heaven.

"Go forth now. Sword in one hand, bricks in the other. Be busy about your gift. Prayer. Worship. Gift.
Prayer. Worship. Gift."

Lord, to me it's almost like building a stairway to Heaven in the sense that 'Thy will be done on Earth as it
is in Heaven'! And as I work, I am creating a bridge between Heaven and Earth to communicate Your
glory. This is something I can feel when I'm working on Your painting.

"It is indeed. You have caught ahold of My vision. You can bend a bow until it breaks. You have all been
highly stressed in prayer - this will give you respite. I am giving you leave to re-create those things
remaining for you to do. 

"I'm not altering time or events here. I'm simply inspiring you, My precious ones, to make it count. Work
with Me and make it count."
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Prayer Alert - June 9th

 June 9, 2016

Well, my dear Heartdwellers, I just received an important
message from one of our prayer warriors, as well as many
confirmations through Carol and Ezekiel. May His Mercy
be upon our nation and this world and may our prayers once
again stay the Father's hand.

Most of you on the channel know all about Miami, and the
Miami prophecy, and that on the day Miami is bombed, the
Rapture is to follow shortly after. Please don't write to me

and say that, "no one knows the day or the hour." The Lord does NOT know the day or the hour of the
bombing in Miami, either.

One of our prayer warriors brought forth this word. First she was cautioned, "This is for EVERYONE on
THE EARTH." Then she opened to Miami in The Rapture WAS Real?! book, which I opened to last night
- the very same place!

Here is her narrative of what the Lord said: "During communion, I repented of my sins, but lately, Holy
Spirit has been adding something of His own. He spoke immediately of the repentance of America. He
spoke specifically about Miami and Florida first, and then added the Caribbean Islands, Turks and Caicos
(Kay-KOS), Haiti, and Cuba. Lastly, He mentioned Hollywood, Washington DC, Las Vegas, and the
Grand Canyon. I gave Him utterance for several moments.

 

"I then heard the Lord's voice saying, 'Yes, Beloved, this is real. You must pray for the repentance of
America. You know what we have discussed regarding Miami. Many places in this country are at risk and
must repent. For now, you must stand in the gap for these souls.'

 

She goes on to say, "I still have a sense of urgency; but I do not have the peace that the Lord mentioned I
would have when His coming drew near. I am going to spend the day in prayer, directed by Holy Spirit
on what to pray for: America, Miami, and we'll see what else."

That was the end of her first email. And then her second email said: "Hi guys, the Lord confirmed that I
am standing in the gap, at present. Holy Spirit has now included Tel Aviv, Israel, Russia, and in America,
the West Coast and the East Coast. This is very directed prayer, and the enemy is doing his darndest to
stop me. Distractions, fear, anxiety. But the Lord calmly delivers me from each, and we continue. He
truly IS great! All powerful and all glory is His!"

And that's the end of her message.
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And after I'd finished writing that down, I said, "Lord, please speak to me for your people."

And He began, "The posture of prayer is what I am asking for in this moment. Do all you can to pray
repentance for these nations and the world. My Father's hand is held in abeyance by prayer. Even the
prayer of a little child lifting up their heart to the Father is heard, in fact - it is heard even better than
most adults."

And just a note on that, guys - it would be a good idea for you mothers of small children to get the
children together and pray for the world, and pray forgiveness for the sins of the world with your little
ones.

"My Father honors a pure soul more than you can imagine. So, My Dear Brides, those of you who are
perfecting your wedding dress for Me, I call you to pray and repent for the Nations, especially the ones I
have given Sherry. You are the ones who have held My heart tenderly in your own. You are the ones who
have dried the tears from indifference from My cheeks. You are the ones who continually come to Me
asking, 'What can I do for you, Lord?'

"I honor you highly both here and now, and in Heaven. For you stood beside your Heavenly Spouse and
cried out with your own hearts and lips for Me before the throne of the Father and He heard you. I do not
know how much longer it can be held back. I have to stress to you that only the Father knows. All I know
is that your prayers are making a difference.

"I know you seem so little in your own eyes, and that is as it should be. But when it comes to staying the
Father's hand, you are little giants His heart cannot resist. That is why I call upon you. On the Earth, in
the eyes of the world, you are mere nothings. But in Heaven? You are My heroes. Soon we will be
together celebrating the graces you used so wisely. But for now we are still in the battle, pushing the
enemy back further and further. 

"The warring angels search out child-like souls to stand beside, and you have artfully corresponded to
this call of being child-like. When they see you, they jump to attention and immediately seek to assist you.
So, be of good cheer! Your entire demeanor calls out to Heaven for backup and assistance. It is those
who think they are mighty and have it all together that My angels respond less eagerly to. Continue in
your littleness and child-like faith, it is glorious to Heaven.

"Now Clare, I wish for you to move forward with those things I have given you. When it is necessary for
your travail, you will know about it. But for now I am setting you aside for the work at hand. So, be at
peace about this, My Dove." 

And I answered Him, "Oh, thank you Lord, I really didn't know what to do today." Because when I get
into travail and heavy intercession, I'm toast at the end of the day. There's nothing left.

He continued, "Do pray, but do not allow yourself to be spent in intercession. I need you to complete
those things I have given you. They are graces released that call out to be completed. I will assist you, do
not be afraid."

"Yes, I have reticence with the painting..."
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"Reticence is merely the smoke screen of the enemy, My Love. Break through...with music, break through.
With painting...break through. You do not have a peace yet because I have you working on your
assignments. But I promise you, there will come a time when you will say, 'It is finished.' And then you
will have this peace. In the meantime, work steadily as My hands will transform things through your
hands."

"Oooh the piano, as well?" My fingers are a little rusty...

"Of course. You can trust this. Of course the piano, as well.

"Thank you, My precious Heartdwellers, for responding to My call. In Heaven, I have many tokens of
appreciation for your participation in these critical moments of intercession, although I know your heart
is not with My gifts, but with My Heart.

"I long to be with you, My Bride. But for now, fight the good fight. Stand in the gap for the world. My
Father hears your prayers."
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These Lite and Momentary Sufferings

 June 11, 2016

The Courage and Strength of Jesus be ours today dear,
Heartdwellers.

Well, I'm going to share with you what I've been fighting all
week and especially the last three days, and why there
wasn't a message. First of all, thank you for your prayers.
When I go without giving you a message, you are always
correct in assuming that we are going through the refiner's

fire. Just about 90% sure that that's what's going on. So, thank you for praying for us.

On May 21, this year, in the teaching, "Your Designer Cross From Jesus," the Lord warned us all we
were entering a new phase of trials and training as He was advancing us to a new plateau of holiness.

Here is what He said: "There will be tests and trials in the coming days. Many tests and trials. You are
entering a new plateau, climbing a new mountain as it were. Many will be tried in new ways, for as we go
forward there must be progress. You must be always embracing more and more holiness, patience,
humility, and steadfastness. These are the things that qualify you for advancement in My service. When
you handle one level well, I advance you to new challenges in order to prepare you for new graces.

"I will be with you in all of this. It is for My glory and the salvation of souls. You know I never waste
anything. Remember, everything is in My hands and it's not about you - but My agenda. And graces will
flow like a river. 

"Your little flock, too, will advance in the ways of holiness. There will not be one day that does not have
its particular challenges. Forewarned is forearmed. I wish for you all to stick together and be supportive
of one another. This is the mark of My end times army: Brotherly Love. For however long you are here, I
want you to advance in holiness, My Brides. 

"There will be ample opportunity. Remember: it's not about prosperity, popularity, and power, but
righteousness, peace and joy in My Holy Spirit in the midst of a corrupt and challenging world.

"Moments of triumph will be gratifying and I will reward each richly with the sweetness of My presence.
The number of those who leave will decline, no one can argue against brotherly love and unity of
purpose."

And that was the end of that part of that message.

Well, true to His word, that very day, three weeks ago, it began in earnest. I thought to myself, 'Really,
Lord...this soon? Can't we start in a few days? It's so nice to be without a battle!'

Typically...I never heard Him answer that foolish question.
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So, what's been going on with us, I bet you're all asking? Battle after battle after battle, that's what's going
on. And for all you curious Satanists, yes, it's been hard...but now we are stronger and God always uses
your curses to bring blessings.

We are being formed in the image of Christ, bloody Crown and all, just so He will easily recognize His
Bride when He comes. In the meantime, we have new swords, shields and mighty weapons of warfare to
bring down strongholds. And gifts to bring in new converts, because Our Lord always uses our suffering
to increase the Kingdom of God. The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church. So, no matter how
self-pitiful I might sound...God is mighty and on His throne! Hallelujah!!!

As Anton LaVey has been quoted as saying, "Satan has been the best friend the church has ever had, as
he has kept it in business all these years!"

And that is simply to remind you, Heartdwellers, every weapon formed against you will not prosper, but
rather build you in holiness and bring more souls into the Kingdom.

The nature of our sufferings? I know all of you can relate to this, because the Lord said we would all go
through it. But before I get into that, I must say that all this ramping up of trouble is just because the
enemy knows how little time he has left before the church is removed. And the Lord is working hard,
with our cooperation, to bring in conversions. Nothing we have suffered, not even the worst humiliations,
have gone without bringing forth bushels full of good fruit.

Ezekiel has been very sick for a couple of weeks and these last few days it reached a climax. I have to
say, I was so tied up in prayer and so stressed mentally and emotionally that I couldn't think straight. We
were within hours of major surgery, and with our friends and warriors gathered around us, the bullet went
on by, he is on the mend. He knew this was for souls, because every time he went to the Bible Promises,
he got Scriptures about the Rapture and the shortness of time.

And my suffering was mental, to the point where all I could do was pray and take care of him as best I
could. We knew there were assignments and death curses from multiple sources. We knew because we
also got Enemies several times from the Bible Promises. But along with that came "Trust in the Lord,"
"Rest in Me", "I will protect and deliver you." And true to this word, He has. If He has other plans,
well...we will find out when He tells us. Until then, we have been through the fire, our little hands in His
and there is not even the odor of burning on our garments. In fact, our wedding gowns are shining.

I have to tell you, I am just a mouth for the Lord. The real muscle and anointing is with Carol, Ezekiel,
Sherry and all of you and our prayer warriors. And they get the heat, too - big time. They are the muscle
behind this ministry that is so hated, and they get torched almost everyday when we are in a
learning/sanctifying cycle. (Will that ever end, Lord??? Another dumb question!)

Our little bundle of joy finally arrived, a rescued Collie puppy 11 weeks old. And he looked exactly, the
markings are exactly the same as the vision the Lord gave me of him about 10 weeks ago! Amazing! And
he came with a blazing siren tuned only for feline ears! All five cats took to the hills...sneaking in the
house only for meals and then mysteriously disappearing again.

That was hard. That was lonely, 'cause they all sleep on the bed with us. So, when they all went in 5
different directions I missed them terribly.
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The stress between them really started to take its toll on Ezekiel and I. Because of his past with a violent,
abusive alcoholic father, he was the one constantly trying to make everything good and right, so he
wouldn't get beaten. He wanted to keep the peace between everyone. But of course, the harder he tried,
with the cats and the dog the worse it got and the more his particular medical issue flamed up. Finally we
got the message...leave them alone and they'll work it out without your so-called 'help.'

And of course...the little guy wanted to be by me at all times, even when I went out at 3 a.m. to dispose of
some trash. Coming back in, as I was stepping into the house, he got directly under my foot. I started to
fall and caught my balance, but not before I broke his little tibia bone in the lower part of his leg. Well,
the discovery of that was enough to crush me into fine powder. I called the vet on duty at 4 a.m... who
had just gone to bed after a two-hour Caesarian and pulled into his clinic 30 minutes later. I don't think he
was a happy camper...

The poor man. He was older. And I know he did his best, but he couldn't anesthetize my puppy to set the
leg, because he had just eaten and he didn't tell me what was going to happen when he would set the
puppy's leg: namely, the poor little guy screamed in pain. And then bit him, multiple times - even though
I was trying to hold him still. At that point the vet - at the end of his rope, with a beet-red face said, "Get
out of here, just get out!"

I thought, 'Oh my gosh! Thank you Lord, I really needed that humiliation, even though I came in crying. I
really needed that - the frosting and the whipped cream and cherry on top!' I think I got a supernatural
dose of painkiller at that point. I went from tears to numb. He actually had forgotten to put a muzzle on
the puppy, and he didn't warn me. I knew he was tired, very tired. Later, he apologized, but I could see his
hand was bleeding. Little guy has VERY sharp teeth! And he likes to use them! So, we're in a LONG
training cycle with that one.

Anyway, our little blessing was now part of a victim-soul family. We were all suffering for sinners. But
of course, I felt horrible about what I had done...right? You know how the enemy uses that condemnation.
Ezekiel was so sweet, he said, "Honey, it could have happened to anyone."

I thought to myself, 'Yeah. But it didn't. No...it happened to ME!'

Adding that stress to a war zone with the cats and the puppy continually nipping, nipping, nipping and the
cats seeking higher ground, Ezekiel's condition worsened and my sweetest and most freaky cat totally
disappeared.

Seriously?

To add to the fun, our friend who helps us here, got seriously ill and had to go to the hospital. He is the
one who relieves me of my chores so I can be here for you. Now he's gone...and we are all on our own.

Well, as the days wore on, we knew things were very serious with Ezekiel's condition, which has to do
with his digestive system. Each day as we tried to bring peace in the war zone between cats and puppy,
the tension just built up and made him sicker and sicker. No matter how hard we prayed, he just got
worse, until a few hours before we had decided tentatively to go to the hospital and most probably have
major surgery. By then, we had learned somewhat to stand down with the cats and relax, not be so
tense...but apparently, the damage was already done.
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Guys, I really tried to get messages out to you, but I was so drained mentally, physically and emotionally,
when I sat still to listen to the Lord, all I could do was fall asleep. The Lord got a few words in, but not as
I like to supply you all with fresh manna everyday. And of course, I had to be alert for my husband, in
case we needed to call an ambulance.

So, if you were wondering why I wasn't putting out new messages...now you know. I just wasn't strong
enough to keep going under all that pressure. For an update: missing kitty came home, sick (another trip
to the vet), Ezekiel's condition improved and there is peace between the felines and puppy - they are
learning to like one another, actually! And playing together. So, all our prayers weren't in vain. And I
have gone through the trouble to tell you all this, because I KNOW some of you are suffering the same
types of trials.

We are in this together. When one weeps, we all weep. When one rejoices...well, that's coming soon, but
not here quite yet.

So, now the Lord wants to share something with you.

The Lord began, "Clare from every one of the things you and Ezekiel have suffered, I have brought forth
a ten-fold harvest. Every single suffering has yielded a rich harvest for the Kingdom of God. 

"I told you these things ahead of time, My Brides, because I could see what was coming. It is so important
for you to take these kinds of warnings seriously and remember them in the fray of the battle, so you don't
grow discouraged. I have seen all of you fighting to keep your faith. I have seen all of you growing weary
in the battle. But I'm here to tell you there is an end coming. Dare I say soon? No, I don't think I will. I
will just promise you, there is an end coming.

"What Clare and Ezekiel have suffered is but a fraction of suffering for those who have been displaced
and lost everything: children, husbands, wives. Please, put this into perspective. You are going to be
reunited with your families in Heaven, but for now, at least you are still able to stay warm and fed and
receive treatment when you are sick. Although I truly want to be your first recourse in illness.

"But I want to commend you that you are STANDING, you are not caving in. You are not shaking your
fist at Me, although the devils have tempted that response. You are holding on to the gift of faith and
shouldering your crosses, custom-made crosses that I have designed specifically just for you, knowing
your strengths, weaknesses and how much you would rely on Me.

All this is for your benefit, so that the grace that is extending to more and more people may overflow in
thanksgiving, to the glory of God. Therefore we do not lose heart. Though our outer self is wasting away,
yet our inner self is being renewed day by day. For our light and temporary affliction is producing for us
an eternal glory that far outweighs our troubles. Therefore, we do not lose heart. So we fix our eyes not
on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal. 2
Corinthians 4:15-18

"Remember these words, My Doves, and you will not fall in the battle. Live by these words and you will
fear no evil and you will receive high marks when the tally is finally in. Remember: there is nothing that
befalls you that I do not allow for a specific reason, and in all events, I am in control. Seek the response
inspired by My Holy Spirit and you will wear the Crown of Victory. You are co-laborers in My vineyard.
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Every suffering, every deed, will bring forth a vintage harvest at the appointed time."
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Powerful Urgent Warning Dream, June 11, 2016

 June 11, 2016

Precious Heartdwellers, Ezekiel just had a warning dream
that I want to get out to you right away. I was right on the
heels of the first message that I did. And, this is what it was.

Two little children were dressed to go somewhere, a little
boy and a little girl. They were going to be going out. And

they were sitting in the sandbox and playing with a spoon and a little shovel and little bucket. Caught up
in their playing in this sand. All of a sudden, a man that looked exactly like God the Father, with beautiful
silver hair and a silver beard, came walking around the corner. And the children, when they saw Him,
they realized 'Oh my gosh, we're supposed to be ready to go and we're not ready!' This pain shot through
their heart like a javelin, right through their hearts. He was not being menacing or intimidating, but there
was this POWER coming forth from His heart, like a javelin. And it went right through their hearts when
they realized, 'Oh, we were supposed to be ready!"

And then he woke up from the dream. And it couldn't have possibly been more than two minutes after I
had finished recording the previous message. And in the dream, the javelin went right through his heart,
and it hit him physically. He could feel it in his chest, so hard, that he couldn't get out of bed for 15
minutes. When I saw the look on his face, I said, "Honey, are you okay??" He told me about this dream
that he'd had, right on the heels of the last message.

Ezekiel believes that it was a warning dream for us, not to be slack in prayer. The Lord asked us to pray
for the country. Our prayers really, really matter. They're very powerful. Don't be distracted by your life
and your circumstances. Stay in prayer for our nation and BE READY.

Be ready! Don't be playing around. BE READY. That is so important to Him. He needs our prayers and
He needs us to be ready.

None of us, really, has any idea of what this event is going to be like. It is going to be overwhelming and
petrifying at the same time. It's going to be something so powerful and so incredible that it's gonna
literally knock us off our feet. And if we're not ready and we've forgotten the urgency of the hour, and the
warnings the Lord is given us. And we're sitting there in our little sandbox with our shovels and our
spoons and our buckets, just playing? It's going to be really BAD for us. The Lord needs our prayers and
we're not ready. It's gonna be really, really bad. And the Lord is warning us - "Don't put this off. Be
ready! Now!"

So, please - I've taken this to heart and I'm definitely going to check my behavior and the way I'm using
my time. And I pray that you will take this to heart, too.
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Permission to Burn and Travailing Prayer

 June 12, 2016

May the courage and stamina of our Lord Jesus be with us
all tonight.

Well, I wanted to share with you an urgent warning dream
from one of our listeners. You may have seen it, because I
think it was in the comments.

It begins:

Last night our little town experienced some very angry thunder and lightening coupled with heavy rain
(which is NOT at all normal for this time of year- I live in central California.)

I had awoken at 1am to the noise and went outside to see. The lightening shot around the sky on all sides
of me and it was amazing to watch. I went back inside and began to pray for mercy. Then I went back to
sleep.

I had this dream: I was caring for a large glass jar filled with water (similar to that of a large bulk pickle
jar) with a tight sealed lid.

I was holding and watching the jar closely and just tending to it. Suddenly, the water inside of the jar
began to boil rapidly and I tried as hard as I could to hold onto the jar but my hands became very hot and
I could see the steam and feel pressure building inside of the jar. I began to gently turn it upside down and
try to move the boiling water around in the jar, so as to try and cool it - but to no avail. Finally, the jar
was just too hot to continue holding and I just knew it was about to explode. So, I set it down and stepped
away. Gosh, I can feel the presence of Holy Spirit so strong right now! she said. As soon as I stepped
away the jar exploded splitting apart and burst into many pieces. Then I woke up...

Somewhere around that time my husband was awoken by the very LOUD, FIRM , and URGENT audible
voice of God saying, "SON."

She continues on here to explain how she interpreted it.

I feel very strongly that God is warning us the world is about to be engulfed in wrath (boiling water) and
that our prayers have/are working. But soon the Father will say, 'No more waiting' and come to take us
away, before the earth is swallowed up (which represents stepping away from the jar before it explodes.)

And that's the end of her narrative.

Just after I opened this e-mail and read it to Ezekiel, he was standing over my shoulder. He looked out the
window and there was a fire in the field behind our house. Never in 15 years have we seen a fire in the
open field behind our house. Ever! So, I called 911 to try and get the fire department and warn them, and
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the operator asked where the fire was. When I told her, she said, "They've been given permission to
burn."

I thought that was very interesting. It's like, the word has been given to proceed ahead with the events that
need to take place, to fulfill Revelation. "They've been given permission to burn." Very interesting. I don't
think those two events were coincidences at all.

So, I wanted to share that with you - we are close.

Today was just a day of recuperation. Ezekiel's doing very well, everything is going the way it should.
And after much time in worship, and much sitting quietly with the Lord, just loving Him. And in prayer. I
finally was able to ask Him:

"Lord, will you please speak to me?"

He answered immediately, "I've been waiting all day. Not a moment goes by that I'm not thinking of you,
wanting you to recover from this. I am using it, My Sweet Dove. This, too, has merit."

I answered Him, "I thought maybe I was protesting or in self-pity?"

"Well, there is an element of that, but honestly...you're wiped out emotionally from the close call with
your husband. It brought up baggage from the past, Clare, whether you were aware of it or not. It really
did."

Lord, I don't feel I've changed enough to warrant Your mercy, considering the things You were calling to
My attention the last time he got really sick.

"But as far as the faults go, yes - you have improved. But you're still fighting against what has not
changed completely. Isn't that what I told you?

"Many of you, My Brides, still have the same vices and sins I have been dealing with you about for
decades. I have not delivered you totally from them because that is how I humble you. And Clare, haven't
I been giving you and Ezekiel 'Humility' a lot?"

Yes, you have, Lord, in the Bible Promises. I think we've gotten it maybe 5 times last week. That's a lot!

"Well, there's your answer. The higher we climb, My Love, the lower you must abase yourself, lest pride
overtake you. Don't you think I know what I'm doing?"

Always, Lord. You always know exactly what You are doing. Always, without fail.

"Then why do you complain?" 

I'm trying not to, Lord...I really am.

"I know, Precious. I know you very well, dear one, and indeed there is a great deal of contrition in your
heart right now." 
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Thank You, Jesus, for that gift.

"Well, I wanted to take this occasion to tell My Brides: you know you are on the threshold - right
now...any minute. And I don't want anxiety to overtake you, thinking you will not be raptured. You know
who you are, you have been told. I have confirmed it through My servants. I've given you teachings on it.
All that is left for you is to have faith in My Mercy.

"What is coming is horrendous in scope and there will be unavoidable isolations. That is when you are to
CLEAVE TO ME with all your heart and soul. Until then, pray with one another. But when it all happens,
pray for each other and stay tightly holding Me as I hold you. The wind will be ferocious, but in My arms
it will be a gentle breeze. That is why you mustn't, for a moment, lose your focus and look outside of Me. I
will keep you in My Peace if only you will rely on Me alone.

"Many of you are accustomed to running to each other. This is where I am asking you to run to Me,
because you may be in such a location where you cannot communicate with one another. Do not panic. I
am there. I am ALWAYS there, without fail. Cleave to Me. Grab a pillow if you must, just know I am
holding you. I am omnipotent...omnipresent...and nothing can take you away from Me during these trials.
Remember, this will soon be over for you. Very soon.

"Right now My greatest torment is over the unsaved who have not hearkened to My continuous calls to
them through their friends, through the media and the still small voice in their hearts. They have not
hearkened and I can do little for them in that hour, except perhaps give them a few extra seconds. For
others, there will be no time. Their fate is sealed even in this hour, because they have rejected Me so
many times their hearts are past hardened.

"Nevertheless, continue to pray. I want to make something clear here. Some of you have been unable to
pass on into travail for what is about to happen. But I assure you, that the uneasy and deathly sad feeling
you have is a manifestation of travail 'in the spirit.' You see, a soul and mind are only aware of what they
perceive from their spirits. If there is no communication from the spirit, the deep feelings in the soul and
mind still reflect what is going on and very often will cause you to go to sleep, because you cannot
concentrate and the very core of your being is otherwise engaged, not truly in the present moment. 

"So, you are not to condemn yourselves if you don't pray as others do. You have your portion and some
day I will show it to you. Some of you have such gifts and dispositions of pride that it is better for you not
to know the intensity of your prayers. I wish you would trust Me on this, Clare...I'm speaking with you,
Beloved."

I'm sorry, Lord. I'm "otherwise engaged," I said almost teasingly.

"GOOD ANSWER!! The truth be told, you are indeed and none of being here right now is easy for you.
You are one of the ones this is directed towards. No condemnation, My Love. I truly know you much
better than you know yourself. Do you believe that?"

Absolutely.

"Then trust Me, you are 'otherwise engaged' in this life and death struggle for souls who have refused
Me. Much is being planned in the Spirit right now. To see it in the physical would easily overwhelm you
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to the point of unconsciousness. To see it in the spirit is hard enough, even the mention of Orlando and its
implications. It's only the beginning...even that is taking a toll right now and I must say, bringing forth
fruit as well, though you are totally unaware of it by My design.

"All of you have been told about these things for months. Now that you see them happening, you can at
least have confidence that I am in control and not even a sparrow drops to the ground without My
awareness. Nothing on this Earth is easily understood. You only see the tip of the iceberg. But someday in
Heaven you will know completely and no longer have any questions as to why this happened here and
why that happened there.

"Those of you who are rallied around My heart, continue to pray for the lost and witness where you can.
The problem is that until events unfold, hearts will be on the world and not their eternity. That is one
reason revival has not come to this country as it will afterwards, when it is completely broken. There are
still pockets here and there that have responded, places where graces were received. I rejoice in these
and many of your prayers have been applied there and received into good soil.

"Stay alert. Stay prepared. Stay in My Presence and do not get drawn off or distracted, so that you are
not constantly aware that at any minute it all could begin. I know it is tiring to keep this in the forefront of
your mind, but you cannot afford to let it slide or to forget it. The warning dreams, visions and words are
being sent out more intensely and closely together than ever before. We are on the last leg of the journey. 

"I am with you. I will never leave or forsake you. No-one can snatch you out of My hand, and no one can
overcome your soul, which belongs to Me. 

"Please take heart, be strong, have courage. Your reward is not far off. Keep your eyes on your eternity
with Me. 

"I love you tenderly and am always taken by your beauty, My Brides."
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Rest In Me Until I Carry You Over the Threshold of Eternity

 June 14, 2016

How GOOD the Lord Jesus is! Full of mercy and grace. He
has made us partakers of His glory and we shine out into
this dark world with unspeakable beauty. May His grace
and mercy be with you all.

I had spent much time in glorious worship and when I took
a break for lunch, the Lord convicted me of a sin and I came
running to Him in contrition.

After we had resolved it, He began speaking to me for you, and this is what He said.

"I know you are all expecting Me soon and that is precisely where I have wanted you. All I ask now is to
drop the tension and continue on in good works until the light of day is gone. By that, I mean, a time
when no man can work, when the oppression is so dark, prayer is your only recourse. 

"But now the day is with you. Now there are yet things to do. And because you have kept careful watch
over yourselves, you are positioned in your bridal gowns, keeping them clean and constantly on the
watch. Do not look for the big sins, My Brides...watch out for the little foxes, a little compromise here and
there. Satan does not tempt you with the big sins until you have been weakened and separated from Me by
the little ones.

"Have you ever watched lions hunt? Yes, they sneak through the grass and watch the herd, picking out
the one that wanders off. When you feel your connection with Me weakening (unless it is a deliberate
thing on My part, to give vision to others) - when you see that, be extra cautious and be sure you have not
made little compromises. Those who have wandered off from the protection of the herd, not paying
attention to where the others are, they are so busy feeding and enjoying the fresh thick grass, those forget
to look around them.

"So it is with you. You are so taken up with the fascination or pleasures of other things, you break away
from your usual wariness. This is when the serious consequences can strike; then you are out from under
the protection of the corral I have placed around the herd. Clare is poignantly aware of that now. She let
her guard down and the enemy got a few swipes in." 

And at that point, I thought I should share with you what happened. Yep, it was my black panther again.
It had been bothering me for weeks that we might not have enough really healthy food, and I began
thinking about what we would need before the Lord took us in the Rapture, if we were here for a week or
two. I reasoned in my mind that whatever was left would be given to others anyway in our little food
bank, so I rationalized myself into the store and bought healthy dry foods to back up the canned goods in
the pantry.

Something about this did not feel good, but I blamed it on the enemy trying to prevent me. Deep in my
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heart, I suspected I might be wrong. But I didn't want to know - so I didn't check. But I proceeded in self-
will. Ezekiel tried to call me on the phone, but the ringer was off my cell phone, so I never heard him.
Then today at lunch, after worship, I was touching in with the Lord in the Bible Promises and got some
VERY bad and scary readings: pride, and honesty.

"God puts down the man filled with pride, but He saves the one who is not proud." 

It is the height of pride to think that I know better than God and to do something He didn't want done.
Then conviction set in, I felt faint and couldn't eat another bite of food. All I wanted to do was go into a
hole and repent before the Lord.

In His amazing kindness He said, very clearly, "I'm not here to condemn you, but to correct you."

Jesus continued, "I wanted to warn her before it got any worse. She knew in her heart of hearts that what
she did was not pleasing to Me. She stopped trusting Me and covered for herself. That can carry over into
more and more independent thinking and a spiritual deafness that allows you to do as you please.

"My precious Brides, I know how anxious many of you are. Some have been instructed to put up food and
water, some have not. Always prefer My way and do not allow fear, self-will and disobedience to get
ahold of you.

"So, now I am addressing you while you are in the waiting posture. You know this place well, but there is
still much tension in your hearts. I want you to rest in Me. Allow Me to carry the tension and you put
yourselves in a posture of rest in My arms and do whatever is before you. Worry and fear will wear you
out, and when you are tired, you are again an easy catch for Satan. 

"Rather, I want you to be resting in Me, being strengthened every day, fully aware that at any moment the
whole world could be turned upside down. Many of you, if not all, who listen to this channel and take My
words to heart are ready. Your lamps are lit, you carry extra oil and you are ready. It has taken a good
12 months to get you to this point, but now you are here. You know well what your sins and vices of the
past are and you are alert, paying close attention to yourselves, lest you should fall. And you are not over-
investing in this world, because you know your time here could end at any moment. 

"Maintain this disposition, Dear Ones. Maintain it with the added virtue of resting in Me. Trust, patience,
confidence."

At this point, the Lord quickened two Scriptures to me.

In your patience you posses your souls. And when ye shall see Jerusalem compassed with armies, then
know that the desolation thereof is nigh. KJV Luke 21:17

The Lord continued, "And this Scripture describes perfectly where you are standing right now."

And this Scripture as well was quickened to me:

For thus the Lord GOD, the Holy One of Israel, has said, "In repentance and rest you will be saved, In
quietness and trust is your strength." Isaiah 30:15
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The Lord continued, "These are My recent counsels to you: The Groom was delayed, My grace is
sufficient for you and have courage, I have overcome the world.

"Now, My precious Brides, I am asking you to cultivate the art of resting in Me. Know for certain that I
said I would rise again from the dead - and I did. And I have told you I am coming back for you, to take
you to your reward just as surely as I went to My reward when I rose from the dead.

"Understand that what I did was outrageous! Unheard of. And what I am going to do for you is exactly
the same. I am raising you from the mortal bodies of the Earth, bound for decay and death, into life
immortal in the very same glorified bodies that I, too, assumed. You are bound and destined as My Bride
to be raised to the fullness of life everlasting in the perfect expression of all that I am. In other words - the
mortal will put on immortality, just as Paul promised. There will be nothing lacking to you, nothing
whatsoever shall be denied you - because you will be in complete and everlasting harmony with Me in
Heaven and your every wish shall be given you.

"You will no longer struggle with the little foxes. You will have complete victory over yourselves. You will
no longer limp or be in pain. You will no longer feel the acute pain of this sinful world and the
degeneration brought on by Satan at the Fall. You will be completely free: fulfilled, happy, blissful and
productive in My kingdom, whether you worship day and night in the court of Heaven or return to Earth
with Me to serve. 

"So much you never dreamed possible shall soon be accomplished. This is not a myth, it is a fact. It is
what I have promised, and I will deliver; what is written is already accomplished in Heaven. 

"Be steadfast and practice the art of waiting on Me in a state of perfect rest, knowing that soon all will be
fulfilled. But until that very moment, My grace is shining in and through you and touching all souls of this
world with the supernatural expression of your faith in action.

"Be wise, be discerning, be peaceful and at rest. In this way you, My Bride, will shine gloriously as I
return to carry you over the threshold of eternity, where we shall be together forever and ever. I have
said it. I shall accomplish it. 

"Your part? Keep your gown clean and rest in Me. Should you for one moment give into fear and
impatience, complaining or unbelief, you need only cry out in your heart - where I live - and I will restore
to you what you cannot restore to yourself. 

"Be little in My Heart and in your own eyes, and I will not fail to do in you what you cannot do for
yourself. In this very moment, this is My perfect will for you: rest in Me. In quietness. In confidence. In
total faith. 

"Rest in Me."
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The Deaf & Blind Among Us

 June 16, 2016

The blessing of Jesus, His endless patience and love be with
you all. When I read your comments Heartdwellers, I
marvel at your love for one another. Truly, God is with us,
the fruit is so sweet on this channel, thanks to your good
hearts. I beg for His patience, and humility and brotherly
love in my trials. And pray that you, too, will be blessed
with these qualities.

Jesus...what do you have for us tonight?

He answered, "My Love. My sadness. My sorrow. My contending with the deaf and blind. What you are
suffering with one, I have and am suffering with millions. I have called, but they are taken up with the
world and tuned into it's frequency. You were like this once...and if My hand was off of you, you'd be right
back there again.

"Aren't you glad My hand is on you?"

You know I am, Lord. You know I am. And yes, I am no better. In fact, considering all the graces you've
given me, I am the worst sinner of all.

He answered, "See what I can do with the worst sinner of all?"

Miracles?

"Miracle after miracle after miracle.

"Yes, it is tiring to call and call and see no result worthy of all the graces expended. You are very blessed
on this channel, because I have drawn like-minded and like-hearted souls into this ministry. My Dear,
Dear Brides, I consider Myself extremely blessed by My Creation because you love Me and are willing to
give your lives for Me.

"You are all very rare gems in My Kingdom. Your hearkening to My voice has brought Me consolation
after consolation and there are no words for Me to express what joy I find in you. That is why I have gone
to prepare a place for you, that where I am you, too, shall be. A place full of delights to express My
endless delight in you.

"When I search the world for hearts on fire...I can always count on finding you ready and waiting for Me.
You will not know until Heaven what consolations you have all brought to Me. But I thank you for being
here. Soon you will experience just how thankful I am.

"All around you are the deaf and the blind. They do not see that this world is hovering over the edge of a
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precipice, and they will not until the situation becomes dire. That's what it took in Syria and the Middle
East...to bring revival I had to allow their world to be destroyed. I tried every other way - to no avail. But
finally, when their very lives were at the point of ending, then they turned to Me and listened. Then they
came. And now many are totally Mine.

"That is what it will take for Americans. When their lives are severely interrupted and on the edge of
extinction - then, they will listen. They will seek Me until they find Me. And yet many others will not. They
will choose the safety and comfort of man over Me, and for them - there is nothing left to do. 

"This is the way it has been throughout history. Affluence brings independence and independence brings
worldliness and idolatry. There is no longer any need for Me, because they have it all. That is why
civilizations burn out into extinction. It comes to the point where I can no longer tolerate the sin and
revelry, and the hard lessons of life must be learned. 

"Yet through every generation, there have been isolated pockets of faithfulness; souls who loved Me
above all things created. And from them I bring forth new life. Things will be so much more different
when I return, because evil will be bound."

I was thinking to myself, 'So many don't believe, because Your coming is delayed, over and over again,
Lord. Just as you said it would be in Matthew 24.'

He answered my thought and said, "That is the problem. Only the ones with a real relationship with Me
know what is coming. Because of the delays, the worldly ones fall away. They cannot hold onto their faith
and believe that I am only delayed. Rather, they fall for Satan's lies that it is merely a deception.

"You will find thousands like that on the internet and in 'churches' all over the world. Living for worldly
riches and security are the priority, not living for their eternity. And when tragedy strikes, they will make
their choice. But they won't be ready.

"But those of you who have maintained your relationship with Me and lived for Me, you will not be fooled
into going the way of the world. You are the elect. Yes, you were called before the beginning of time but
so were many others that said 'no'. So, I sent My servants out to the highways and byways to call in
everyone they could find to the banquet. But alas, they were too busy.

"This is a deep-seated, cultural disease and stronghold that can only be remedied by dire straights. Yet
the signs of My coming are everywhere now. All if fulfilled. Never before was all that was written fulfilled
so that I could come. But now it is merely the word of the Father before all of that changes. The wise
have become wiser, the deaf have become deafer and it is nearly finished. 

"Hold onto what you have, Dear Ones. Do not let the demons of unbelief steal your reward. Hold on. 

"Truly it is written, "Those who give their lives for My sake, shall find them. Those who keep their lives,
shall lose them."
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Choose God & Sanctity or Self & Mediocrity

 June 18, 2016

The Lord's peace and endurance be with you all.

These times we are in right now are the most intense,
because they are leading up to the destruction of the world's
system as we know it. The Lord is coming. He's coming
back to rule and reign on the Earth. But before that can
happen, there has to be a purification. And these are times
for us to be purified, as well.

If we shrink back in fear, we will not gather fruit or grow in holiness. On the other hand, because these
times are so intense there is an unprecedented opportunity to grow by leaps and bounds in authentic
holiness.

Only through the pressing of the grape is the wine obtained. We are grapes in His vineyard being made
into fine, aged wine fit for the King's table. Yet if we shrink back, cover up and protect ourselves from
God's doings, we lose the honor to be used for the highest of His purposes. Many are called, few are
chosen. And even less respond.

We can either choose God and sanctity, or choose ourselves and mediocrity.

I grew weary of the veneer over my life; compromises and lies hidden beneath this highly polished and
thin wood. Very, very tired. I looked at my life and said, "This? This is all I am, an actor on the stage of
life with a clever veneer that makes me acceptable in the eyes of man? Man, who is here today and gone
tomorrow? Man, whose whims and fancies change with the wind?" The more I contemplated that, the
more it smelled of corruption, and I wearied of myself.

There was more. I could feel it. There was more to life than being esteemed by men. There was
something exciting beyond my self-imposed boundaries. And I could see it in the likes of Mother Theresa
and other great souls that took tremendous chances by leaving their luke-warm lives behind, in order to
pursue something beyond, way beyond themselves.

I saw in them the greatness I didn't have and when I looked at my mediocre life, I wanted more. But was I
willing to accept the challenge? Was I willing to forsake all to have what they had?

Slowly, the Lord Jesus coaxed me into letting go of the world even without my knowing it. And diving
off the precipice of the unknown - only to land in His arms and discover the embrace my heart had longed
for, the embrace my endless ambition and striving to impress the world had sought. But the kind of love I
longed for could never be found in the world. I didn't know that, until the Lord loved me and made that
love obvious to me.

One day, the veneer came off, and the boil that was my compromised life was lanced. It is written that
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there is nothing hidden that will not be exposed. And I felt exposed, helpless, and totally ready to find the
true meaning to my life. I had spent years building up my veneer with accomplishments: a $500-a-day
rate as a photographer in the 70's, magazine articles hailing my nature photography, lavish expense
accounts and invitations from the influential in Washington.

I am convinced that each of us is given at least a few invitations to leave facades and mediocrity behind,
to embrace Truth, and to stand in the light of His presence. That stale life I was living came to an end one
day and I saw my nakedness before the Lord. I was ready. I was sick of my superficial and selfish life,
sick of all the lies and posturing I put on to justify myself to others. I wanted to be holy. Holy before God,
not man.

Because of past abuses from important people in my life and ridicule, a steel wall had been erected not
only between me and others, but also between God and I. I didn't recognize my worth in the Lord's shed
Blood on Calvary, rather I judged by worldly standards and held that up for the world to see. But God
saw right through me. And His love for my precious soul and His desire to see me really living for Him,
from the inside out, motivated Him to make me unsatisfied and restless with my life. I longed to fulfill
my purpose, but had held on so tightly to my concept of self-worth, there was no room for me to discover
God's purpose. I was blocking it out of the fear of being vulnerable to ridicule and vulnerable to failure. I
had determined I would never be a nothing again.

I was not ready for the assignment and mission of my life. I was totally unprepared to face God, let alone
the calamity that is promised for these end times. I was looking for my worth in corruptible flesh and not
finding it. But before I could let go of that, I had to face my failures and acknowledge I was not living up
to what God created me to be. Only He could convince me of that, and thankfully, He did.

At this point, Jesus began speaking, "Precious souls, if you are holding up a veneer for the world to see,
you are defeating the entire purpose of your life. I created you to shine and be a light to the nations, but
you will never fulfill your purpose if your light is buried beneath a stack of worldly laurels. I need to get
down deep, down to the quick of your souls where I can build a foundation of holiness. On rock, not the
shifting sands of this world that will be stripped from you at death.

"All that is of the world will come off and only who you are before Me and before Heaven will remain.
This is your eternity. Heaven is a very different place than Earth; what you could get away with on the
Earth is starkly obvious to those in Heaven. Only truth and the precious worth of your soul are seen and
honored. 

"I died for you. Do you understand? The Blood of your God was sacrificed on the altar of Justice to
cleanse you from your sins. Nothing you could ever do or accumulate in this world - nothing - could ever
compare with the price of My Blood. 

"I did this, because your naked, raw soul is precious and adorable to Me. Everything from the world you
pile on to that, to give yourself value is defiling and robbing you of My light through your being. To keep
the world's laurels, you must live by the world's value system. The world is without spiritual light. The
world is created matter and lacks enduring significance. It is not the essence of life, but rather the
essence of matter, which is in a constant state of flux and deterioration.

"So, when you live your life by the world's standards you are walking in darkness, snuffing out your light
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and reflecting that which is deteriorating and bound for death. Oh, highly precious souls, imprints of the
God Who created you, your worth is immeasurable! And nothing short of My death on the Cross can
atone for your wayward ways and bring you back into the Light of eternity.

"What is needed from you is to walk in nakedness before man and God, that your light might shine. When
you discover My love for you and realize who you truly are in My presence, your value system changes
immediately. What was once highly prized is seen for what it is: unclean rags hanging from your body.
Like a leper, the contamination of the world smothers the light given you at conception. 

"Open yourself to My Love. I am not like any man you have ever known; all are corrupt and lacking in
authentic love. When I love you I do not mix My love with earthly values. I look at the beauty and
uniqueness of My Father, whose substance formed you. And I long to redeem you from among this
decaying world and have you in Heaven with Me for eternity.

"You have nothing to fear and nothing to hide from Me. Come to Me naked and I will clothe you in My
righteousness." 
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How a Root of Bitterness Can Change Your Destiny and DNA

 June 20, 2016

May the comfort of Jesus be with you all Heartdwellers. I
can only surmise from my present trials that you are all
suffering in various ways in this hour. And for any I have
made to suffer, please forgive me. I love this prayer, "Lord,
please do not let me be the cause of another man's sin
today." Beautiful prayer!

After worship today, when I came to sit with the Lord, I began with, "Thank you, Lord, for all the faithful
and true prayer warriors you have placed around me and their amazing obedience. Forgive me, Lord. I am
not anywhere near as faithful in prayer. Please help me to be more faithful to those You request for me to
pray for."

The Lord began, "You are learning the power of prayer and that My hand can reach all the way into the
darkest hole and pull out the contents. My hand strikes down and My hand lifts up. My hand heals and
My hand withdraws - (so) that man, who is mortal, may discover himself more fully. The wilderness that
dwells in each must be discovered before the Fountain of Life can be received.

"It is the wilderness experiences that prove a soul and prepare him for Me. I hate to leave souls on their
own, but when they turn away from Me, I have no other choice. Nevertheless, I never lose track of them,
nor do I give up. Rather, I wait. And wait. And wait. Sooner or later the final moment comes, the decision
that will affect their eternity is made."

Lord, I am sick at heart for those who turn away from You. And for other reasons, my heart is grieved.

"Rest in Me, Clare. Rest."

I can't do this on my own. I am not capable of resting. Please, take this sword from my heart and give me
Your rest.

He answered, "Much of it is gone, Beloved. Much of it has been removed. But the wound goes deep and it
will ache for a while. In the meantime, there is much to do on the Channel. And as things in the world
grow more dramatic and urgent, I wish for My Brides to band together in more prayer. 

"It is the lone soul who does not avail themselves of My Body that suffers the most. 

"Dear Children, if you have been wounded in churches and others have failed you, do not grow bitter.
Rather dust yourselves off and keep going. There are many favored souls on the Internet, many. They
speak their hearts and I lead them to you. You have all fallen, made mistakes; hurt one another - as well
as being victims. 

"The point is not to give up. This is Satan's plan. Again, using the analogy of lions on the hunt, they look
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for the ones who are separated. Be smarter than the adversary. Cling to and forgive your friends when
they wound you.

"I did not give up on Peter. It is written that I 'did not entrust Myself to men, for I knew their hearts'.
(John 2:24) As close as Peter was to Me, I knew his weakness. I knew he was not ready to die for Me. He
loved Me but overestimated his strength. Peter did not know himself. He overrated his devotion, his love,
even though I had appointed him chief of the apostles. In his zeal and self-confidence, he believed nothing
could turn him away from Me. 

"I am asking you, Children: take a long look in the mirror and know yourselves. Ask My Holy Spirit to
reveal your true weaknesses. What will this accomplish? Compassion and forgiveness for those who
betray you. I want My Body mended, put back together. Satan has spent the last 2,000 years contriving
plans that would push the members of My Body apart, further and further.

"If you are dividing My Body, you are working for Satan. You are being used by the demons if you are
separating brethren. If you are taking the failings of others as a final door slammed shut, you are
creating pockets of bitterness for the demons to create strongholds in YOUR life, not the lives of those
who hurt you. They will walk on, but you will stumble because of what you are holding onto. That is why
forgiving is a work of charity, a work of mercy. It makes up for judgment, calumny, and lying. What sin
has severed, you can restore by your charity. Just as surely as wounds heal, forgiveness cleanses those
pockets of corruption and allows tender flesh to grow back. 

"When you refuse to forgive, you are only demonstrating your lack of knowledge of self. This calls Me to
your side. Now, I must reveal to you your weakness and how you fail others. I do it again and again and
again until you finally understand and learn to forgive and go on.

"But there is a form of pride deadly to the soul. When you refuse to see how you, in the past, have failed
and wounded others. When you refuse to see how you, in the present, are wounding others. When you
elevate yourself above others and pridefully bury your head in the sand, refusing to see the truth about
yourself, you are killing your soul and preparing the soil of your heart for a root of bitterness to grow
deep and wide.

"Why does that matter, you ask? A root of bitterness is a toxic root. It gives off deadly acids, much like
the soil beneath the cedar tree. Nothing can grow beneath a cedar, because what is released from the
roots is toxic to other plants. That means the soil in the garden of your soul is being poisoned. All that
can flourish in this toxic soil is anger, resentment, retaliation, jealousy and hatred. Then you must work
to disguise these evils under a smile and fair words. This will eventually wear you out and open the door
for disease in your body.

"Hatred, unforgiveness, retaliation and bitterness create energy waves that poison your body. These
feelings can be measured electronically. They actually weaken and change your DNA, allowing cancer
cells to proliferate. 

"This is the environment the demons plant their seeds in. Discontent opens the door to sin, retaliation,
gossip, stealing, plotting evil and cheating. Your lives become a tangled web for unclean things, and soon
the fragrant garden you once had is turned into a wretched tangle of darkness, where demons defecate to
fertilize roots of bitterness growing all around you - until all your good intention is snuffed out and you
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are controlled by self-defense, bitterness and fear.

"You have a choice to make, My Children. You can either play into the enemy's hands or resist him,
crying out to Me 'Lord, deliver me from evil!'

"I am asking you to choose. Will you let go of the past, forgive and embrace a life of forgiveness? Or will
you stubbornly hold onto the failures of others? Understand, what little vestige of bitterness you entertain
or bury without resolution will affect your future. You will make choices based on avoiding these past
hurts and may very well cut yourself off from life. Many times the very place your destiny lies in - many
times... that is the very place where you will be most attacked.

"Satan has ways of knowing when you are destined for something, and he will plan and engineer many a
trap to spring on you and cause you to abandon that way, cutting you off from your destiny and forcing
you to choose another path, rather than the one I had for you.

"Yes, it is up to you, very much up to you. You cannot advance in My Kingdom without tremendous effort
in the area of humility, charity and forgiveness. It is simply impossible. I will not use a bitter vessel to
carry My choice wines. The vessel must be clean and sweet, lest the wine I died to procure for you
becomes bitter. The rewards are out of this world, but the work of dying to yourself, knowing yourself,
admitting your failures and weaknesses, is not for sissies. Either you are brave and relentless in taming
your carnal nature or you are weak and cowardly, and run from it. In which case, it takes over and
controls you. 

"You all have a choice to make. I see to it along the path of life that opportunities for self-will, self-love,
and selfish ambition are put before you. I allow you to live that life until you are sick of yourselves and
want to become holy, a vessel fit for the King's table. I arrange the lessons and try you over and over
again. When I see that love and humility triumph, I advance you to the next level and we begin again.
When I see it fail, we go round and round and round the mountain again, or you weary of Me and wander
off into the world. 

"Please, make your choices wisely. I am forever at your side calling you upward. But the climb is painful!
Once you make up your mind to forsake your pride and defensiveness, I lift you up into My arms and
carry you all the way to the top. This is My Heart's desire. Will you come with Me? Or abandon Me, like
so many others have done. Do you have courage, character and relentless honesty with yourself? Or are
you just getting by... 

"Please, make your choice wisely. I long to carry you tenderly in My arms. I long to comfort you. Please.
Make your choice wisely."
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The Day of The Lord Is Upon Us

 June 21, 2016

May the Lord be ever before you. May He keep you in His
Peace.

My dear Heartdwellers, the Lord has been telling us for
weeks that He is going from minute to minute before this
war erupts. And today the news is spreading that the nations
are coming into position for war. I doubt that many know
what is happening or understand the repercussions. The

world still holds their fascination. But soon, the world as we know it will no longer exist, and nothing will
be left but God - or the false security of the government that cannot be trusted.

Perhaps our prayers will again push the events back. But we are at DEFCON 3 and the deployment of
both Russian, NATO and American troupes is undeniably a serious sign of impending war.

As I came into prayer, and sat to listen for the Lord's voice, He began: "Now it is your turn to hold Me
close over your heart. As I must look upon the faces of mothers and children that will be separated for
eternity. And yet, My provision in Heaven for such as these is total loss of memory, just as I do with the
aborted babies. So many families will be separated and perish. You cannot relate to this, because you
have never had a family - other than your own children, who now live far away.

"Clare, the saddest part of all of this is that there are so many who never took the time to know Me. I
knocked and knocked, but no one came to the door. Now death is at the door. Very much unknown to
them, it is at their door. And really, for most, it is too late. They have rejected My attempts so many times
that now their hearts are hardened and impenetrable. 

"There will be so many that will not even be awake; they will go in their sleep. This is going to be the
greatest tragedy Earth has ever known. Never were there so many souls on the Earth, never was there My
provision on Earth for their salvation. The tragedy is that the opportunities to live in Heaven with Me
forever have been lost to these souls and they will look back and see what they pushed away time and
time again. 

"There will be no excuses. 'Bible fundamentalists were too harsh. Others were not intellectual enough.
Others were not loving enough. Pentecostals were too intense.' None of these will fly, for I sent them
Mother Theresa's, missionaries, bishops and priests - highly trained and still in love with Me. Evangelists
and miracles of healing. They have seen in this world the entire gamut of My servants and heard their
miraculous, self-sacrificing stories and still pushed Me away. So indeed, there will not be one excuse.

"This is the time spoken of in Joel, where judgment must come to pass."

1Blow a trumpet in Zion,
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And sound an alarm on My holy mountain!

Let all the inhabitants of the land tremble,

For the day of the LORD is coming;

Surely it is near,

2A day of darkness and gloom,

A day of clouds and thick darkness.

As the dawn is spread over the mountains,

So there is a great and mighty people;

There has never been anything like it,

Nor will there be again after it

To the years of many generations.

3A fire consumes before them

And behind them a flame burns.

The land is like the garden of Eden before them

But a desolate wilderness behind them,

And nothing at all escapes.

4Their appearance is like the appearance of horses;

And like war horses, so they run.

5With a noise as of chariots

They leap on the tops of the mountains,

Like the crackling of a flame of fire consuming the stubble,

Like a mighty people arranged for battle."

And later on, in Joel 2 it says:

20"But I will remove the northern army far from you,
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(I believe He's speaking of the Russians here)

And I will drive it into a parched and desolate land,

And its vanguard into the eastern sea,

And its rear guard into the western sea.

And its stench will arise and its foul smell will come up,

For it has done great things."

And then there were Scriptures in Joel 3 that He quickened to me:

  2I will gather all the nations

            And bring them down to the valley of Jehoshaphat.

            Then I will enter into judgment with them there

            On behalf of My people and My inheritance, Israel,

            Whom they have scattered among the nations;

            And they have divided up My land.

    9Proclaim this among the nations:

Prepare a war; rouse the mighty men!

Let all the soldiers draw near, let them come up!

10Beat your plowshares into swords

            And your pruning hooks into spears;

            Let the weak say, "I am a mighty man."

11Hasten and come, all you surrounding nations,

            And gather yourselves there.

            Bring down, O LORD, Your mighty ones.

12Let the nations be aroused

            And come up to the valley of Jehoshaphat,
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            For there I will sit to judge

            All the surrounding nations.

13Put in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe.

            Come, tread, for the wine press is full;

            The vats overflow, for their wickedness is great.

14Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision!

            For the day of the LORD is near in the valley of decision.

15The sun and moon grow dark

           And the stars lose their brightness."

And at that point, as I was reading through this, I got somewhat distracted. And I said, "Lord, You don't
seem to be heavy-hearted?"

And He said, "No, I am withholding from you My extreme torment. You could not endure the sight of it.

"See, I have told you again and again: I am at the door. It IS at the door, there is only the word of the
Father missing. One word - and it is done. All the nations shall be involved. Do I not say, 'Gather the
nations?' (Joel 3:2)

"There has been much repentance in Israel since the words of Nathan were given, much repentance. Still,
the people have not followed My statutes and commands and this generation does not know Me. They
know the flesh quite well, but Me? They do not know. It is a land divided, a spirit torn asunder...The
young pursue the ways of the world, the elders repent for them. But I will have it divided no longer. The
young will cry out to Me and change their ways, but not before multitudes perish. 

"I will sift My people, and My grain I shall set aside in the granary. The chaff will be burnt with fire. But
those who call upon Me in sincere contrition, I will spare. What is coming is horrific, because the
weapons man has devised are beyond comprehension to destroy and annihilate. Yet the remnant will be
set aside and they who know Me shall proclaim, 'Blessed is He Who comes in the Name of the Lord.' 

"The whole world shall be engulfed in flames. My judgment will reach into the furthest corners and I, in
turn, will be known as the Mighty One, Lord of Lords and King of Kings. Yet with the coming to power of
the beast, there will be endless slaughter of those who profess My Name.

"I will provide for My remnant in the wilderness, as it is written. Not only those of Jerusalem, but those
grafted into the vine, (He's speaking of Christians there) in places of refuge around the world. My people,
do not fear those who kill the body, but He who has power over your souls.

"The faith of all shall be shaken in the coming war, but I shall faithfully abide with them and remove My
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Bride in a timely fashion. All of you, My faithful Ones, all that you have or will suffer is to bring the lost
to salvation. 

"Please stand fast and keep your eyes on the prize. This life is but a fleeting breath; your eternity is
guaranteed to be glorious. Keep your eyes on the prize and cling to Me. Call upon Me in that Day and
you shall be saved - this is My promise to you. 

"And for those who are finally hearkening to My voice, understand: I am in control. All these things are
written thousands of years ago; I have given My prophets utterance that they would bear witness to what
is coming. Rest assured, this was done to prepare you to receive the faith, that you would stand in this
Day and not give in to lies and despair. 

"Stand on My Words. Watch them unfold. Know that I am in total control and I will keep you in the palm
of My Hand and bring you into eternal glory. Do not fear any man, any weapon, any demise. Cleave only
to Me and I shall make Myself clearly known to you in that hour, and you shall have Peace. 

"I am coming. I surely am."
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Urgent Prayer Alert! June 22, 2016

 June 22, 2016

Take courage, Heartdwellers, and do not be afraid. The
Lord is with us, He has prepared us for this hour. We must
cleave to Him and stay in prayer.

Last night, it was brought to my attention and I put out a
word about the DefCon level 3 we are at in this country, just

to the prayer chain. And how Nato is massing their troops towards the Russian border, and how Obama
wants to strike Syria and provoke Russia into the Third World War.

One of our prayer warriors is a retired, upper-level officer in the Armed Forces and understands all these
posturings. And I'm going to share with you what he had to say here in a moment.

Afterwards, I'll have a word from another core group member, from the Lord. And later, I will be
listening for the Lord's message to us and will get it to you.

Here is what this retired officer had to say:

"I have some NATO experience. NATO is a paper tiger, except for USA, Germany and Britain. It's not as
strong a coalition as people think. They're doing a lot of saber rattling. The Europeans depend upon
Soviet oil and natural gas. They all depend on USA Army and Air Force.

"Russia is very threatened by tactical nukes and missile defense in Eastern Europe. There is the yearly big
game of chicken going on now. Poland (in the middle) is a mud pit until June, so ground war is now
feasible, until early November. The window to start is shrinking.

"NATO is weak militarily, so they can only protect themselves with nukes. France is not really part of
NATO and will launch nukes once the Rhine River is crossed. If there's going to be a big invasion, it
must occur on or before the 4th of July, or weather could be a serious factor against Russia. If Russia
attacks, they will win, because of how weak we are, caused by Obama.

And then he sites Dan 7:6, and states that he believes Obama is the Leopard.

"TAC nukes are small, like the Hiroshima Bomb. The big ones require a Hiroshima Bomb as a detonator.
Obama may use Syria to provoke Putin into WWIII. If there's a war, Obama can declare martial law and
keep his job."

And on that note, I'm a little sketchy in my own understanding, only because I believe that he is going to
possibly be the Mahdi or the New World leader. But he's definitely the Anti-Christ and that is a world
position. So, it makes sense to me that he would totally devastate and ruin this country, and then move
into a position of ruling the world.
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So, moving on.

"ISIS is the terrible Army that Natan talked about in his prophecies.(that's the Israeli young man that had
a near-death experience) Israel is their ultimate target, because they hate God and love the Beast. The
Daniel 9 war comes before the Ezekiel 38 war. Israel will be conquered. "Babylon is fallen" is mentioned
2 times. And then he has in parenthesis (4 Babylons). They are and will fall in this order: Europe, USA,
Russia, then China. After they all fall, the reign of the Beast. Evil hates good more than I can describe.
Many good will be Raptured, others Martyred, some will survive in the Remnant."

A lot of our Catholic brothers and sisters will be the Remnant, btw, guys.

"Defense Condition (DefCon) is a scale that tells our forces the rules of engagement. The next step is fire
if fired upon. We are at 100% Alert, it's like war without bullets flying. The last step allows us to fire
first.

"This could end in a de-escalating stand down or all out war. It may last a while, too. I expect a change
one way or another by early July, because of weather in Russia, China, and Eastern Europe.

"The North Korean leader is a pity. He may try and get WW3 moving. China will execute him or WW3
will begin with the limited but fatal strike you have mentioned in your conversations with Our Blessed
Lord. That would be The Dome of the Rock.

"Until shots are fired, this can back down, but some jerk could get it going quickly.

"I'm going to keep praying and trusting in Jesus. The worst thing that will happen: I will be in Heaven
with my loved ones and my special Heartdwellers family. That's not so bad."

That's the end of what he shared with me, and he's going to keep us updated. He lives outside of
Baltimore, just past the foothills leading up to the mountains there. He's living in a valley on the other
side of that ridge of mountains, which - if things happen the way it's been spoken of, the water is going to
pass right through that valley, all the way to the foot of the Allegheny's.

The next word that I had was from one of our intercessors, someone we depend on a great deal for prayer.

And she said,

"The Father said that it was vitally important that we pray for the nations; that we pray for its leaders
(even those who are doing evil. He said that you cannot imagine the changes that can occur if even one of
these hearts is turned to Him!); pray for Israel; pray for America (and, in particular, New York and
Miami, as well as the surrounding islands); pray for ALL nations; pray for the planet; pray for the souls of
ALL of the soldiers in the world; pray for the souls of all men in the world; pray for the land; for the
oceans; for all animals.

Then He then quickened Ezekiel 14:11 to her.

Now, I'm just going to read you quickly what that line says, but then I want to share with you the rest of
the entire chapter, because it really points to the sins of Israel.
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Ezekiel 14:11King James Version 

"That the house of Israel may go no more astray from me, neither be polluted any more with all their
transgressions; but that they may be my people, and I may be their God," saith the Lord God.

This is what we had talked about in a previous message, where the Lord mentioned that Israel was
divided between the religious, the devout Jews and the young, worldly Jews. Cultural Jews. So, there's a
great division there and a great gap. And He's going to allow all this to happen, what I'm about to read
you. He's going to allow it in order to bring them back to Him.

This is the beginning of Ezekiel 14:

1Some of the elders of Israel came to me and sat down in front of me. 2Then the word of the Lord came
to me: 3"Son of man, these men have set up idols in their hearts and put wicked stumbling blocks before
their faces. Should I let them inquire of me at all? 4Therefore speak to them and tell them, 'This is what
the Sovereign Lord says: When any of the Israelites set up idols in their hearts and put a wicked
stumbling block before their faces and then go to a prophet, I, the Lord, will answer them myself in
keeping with their great idolatry. 5I will do this to recapture the hearts of the people of Israel, who have
all deserted me for their idols.'

6"Therefore say to the people of Israel, This is what the Sovereign Lord says: 'Repent! Turn from your
idols and renounce all your detestable practices!' 7"?When any of the Israelites or any foreigner residing
in Israel separate themselves from me and set up idols in their hearts and put a wicked stumbling block
before their faces and then go to a prophet to inquire of me, I the Lord will answer them myself. 8I will
set my face against them and make them an example and a byword. I will remove them from my people.
Then you will know that I am the Lord.

By the way, this is not the King James version. I think it's the NIV. I'm gonna skip down a little bit to
Jerusalem's Judgment is Unescapable. That's the title for this, starting at Ezekiel 14:12

Jerusalem's Judgment Inescapable

12The word of the Lord came to me: 13"Son of man, if a country sins against me by being unfaithful and
I stretch out my hand against it to cut off its food supply and send famine upon it and kill its people and
their animals, 14even if these three men--Noah, Daniela and Job--were in it, they could save only
themselves by their righteousness, declares the Sovereign Lord.

And I don't know if you remember Natan's prophecy about, I believe, the Two Witnesses rising from the
dead and splitting the valley, and the Mount of Olives. And the Lord standing there and sorting out the
ones who were sincere and taking them into a provision for safety. And the ones that weren't, excluding
them. Anyway, I thought that was interesting, because it says here Noah, Daniel and Job were in it, they
could save only themselves. And the Lord is going to separate the sheep from the goats at that time.

17"Or if I bring a sword against that country and say, 'Let the sword pass throughout the land,' and I kill
its people and their animals, 18as surely as I live, declares the Sovereign Lord, even if these three men
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were in it, they could not save their own sons or daughters. They alone would be saved.

19"Or if I send a plague into that land and pour out my wrath on it through bloodshed, killing its people
and their animals, 20as surely as I live, declares the Sovereign Lord, even if Noah, Daniel and Job ?were
in it, they could save neither son nor daughter. They would save only themselves by their righteousness.

21"For this is what the Sovereign Lord says: How much worse will it be when I send against Jerusalem
my four dreadful judgments--sword and famine and wild beasts and plague--to kill its men and their
animals! 22Yet there will be some survivors--sons and daughters who will be brought out of it. They will
come to you, and when you see their conduct and their actions, you will be consoled regarding the
disaster I have brought on Jerusalem...for you will know that I have done nothing in it without cause,
declares the Sovereign Lord."

Well, we know that the Lord loves Israel dearly, and that He is bringing His people back to Him. And I
think that these passages are shadows of what they're about to go through with the armies of the world
aligned against them. Right now, it looks like it's about Syria, but I...that's just a decoy for what really is
going on.

So, I want to reiterate this, because it's so important that we pray. I'm going to repeat this word from one
of our prayer warriors:

"The Father said that it was vitally important that we pray for the nations; that we pray for its leaders
(even those who are doing evil. He said that you cannot imagine the changes that can occur if even one of
these hearts is turned to Him!);

Wow! Just even one heart!

"Pray for Israel; pray for America (and, in particular, New York and Miami, as well as the surrounding
islands); pray for ALL nations; pray for the planet; pray for the souls of ALL of the soldiers in the world;
pray for the souls of all men in the world; pray for the land; for the oceans; for all animals."

So, that's our job right now. The Lord is calling us into prayer for all of these things. May His peace
sustain you and His courage, knowing that He is with us and we can rest in Him.

The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers.
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Outsmarting the Enemy & Preserving Your Soul

 June 23, 2016

The Lord is calling us to cleanliness of soul, dear
Heartdwellers. He is calling us in this hour because great
opportunity lies before us and Satan is working overtime to
deprive us of each other. Marriages are under attack,
relationships are under attack and a spirit of Division is
working to break holy and supportive relationships. How
sad to have a marriage end at this time, when the world is

on the brink of chaos. But he is doing it to isolate, kill, steal and destroy. And tonight the Lord is warning
us of the forces actively working against us. Right now.

I felt led to have a communion service and intercession tonight, rather than worship, because the world
situation is very heavy on my heart. The thought came to me to be praying that key people, the ones who
are to push the buttons, will suddenly be hit with a strong conviction not to do it, or be prevented by
circumstances from carrying through. And during prayers, the Lord opened His heart to me and it was a
furnace burning with intensity so great I could barely look upon it.

So, when I came into prayer I told Him, "Here I am, Lord. But I dearly miss our sweet connection."

He answered, "And you know why I am withholding it... right?"

Because I've been bad?

"Clare, you know better than that..." 

I just wanted to be sure, Jesus. I miss Your sweet embrace.

"You have seen the raging flames in My heart, Beloved. For now, that must be enough."

I am limping, Lord, full of voices that condemn me and call me lukewarm. Am I lukewarm? I don't feel
the passion.

"If I judged a soul's devotion by their feelings, I'd have nothing to go by but a vapor. What I go by is
obedience and you are lacking in that area. Not out of choice, but out of opposition. So, I want you to
push through and do as I ask in every circumstance."

I know I don't deserve a hug. But Jesus, how can I keep going without that touch?

"Obedience. Prove to Me your love, Clare, and continue on without the fire. Continue on when you are
tired, discouraged, wavering. Oh, you and Peter have so much in common! (He smiled.)

"Clare, you know I love you. You know you are irreplaceable to Me. Please don't let Me down; fight the
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good fight even when some are against you. Don't let it get to you, move beyond it. I know how painful
that is, but you must push through. You are still limping from the wounds of those whose hearts are not
with you. But you must keep going. If I let that stop Me, I never would have made it to the Cross and you
never could have an opportunity to be in Heaven with Me.

"Betrayals come and go. People come and go, assuming different pretexts. But many cannot be true to
themselves, let alone any one else. I couldn't let that stop Me. 

"Come here, Child."

At that point, I broke down crying on His chest and He held me tightly to His heart.

"Oh, Jesus, please take this pain away?"

"Will you not carry what little is left of it for Me and for souls who are about to die unsaved?"

A tear came running down my cheek and He gathered it into a golden bottle that was almost full.

"Just a few more tears," He said. "And you will be Home with Me. Don't let anyone discourage or stop
you. I have given you the courage of a lioness; do not let insincere souls cripple you. All that is hidden
shall be brought to the light. I am a God of Justice and Holiness. But for now, I ask you to carry this
cross.

"Besides, you preach it so well! Can you not live it?"

With Your strength, yes.

"You must get up, shake off the dust and go on. You must." 

O.K. I didn't think it went that deep. I thought I was over it.

"Oh, it went deep enough to take the wind out of your sails - which was Satan's plan. But now you must
rise up. Look at all these smiling faces cheering you on. Just keep going. going...going...."  He said
playfully, just like when Dory got goofy in the movie Nemo and said, "Just keep swimming, swimming,
swimming...just keep swimming..."

He began again, "Now I will address all of you, My Brides. The spirit of Division is afoot among you. This
spirit has many others working under it. The purpose is to divide those who were of good nature towards
each other, whether it be husband and wife, sisters and brothers, mothers and fathers, employees and
employer. The idea is to bring a relationship to a crippling halt, to break it and render it non-effective
and unsupportive.

"This is NO time for giving in to the suggestions of the enemy. Do you understand? You are being used if
you give in to the underhanded tactics, retaliation, pride and one up-man-ship. You have not known
yourselves, nor have you known what is good and right if you do such things. Your survival depends on
the ones around you. When you hurt them, you hurt and injure yourselves. 
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"I put you together in relationships to strengthen one another. When you injure each other, you injure
yourselves - seriously. Every injury renders you incapacitated in some regard. What you do to another is
far more injurious to yourself, revealing your lack of charity and love. 

"Relationships are a sacred trust. When souls have the courage to open up to one another, and trust one
another, there is established a sacred trust and it is your duty to protect that person to the best of your
ability and refuse to hurt them. You only do harm to yourself in the long run. I will make up the damage
done to others. But unless you repent, you are in jeopardy, because you have lowered and weakened
yourself by giving in to the suggestions of the enemy.

"Satan begins with little betrayals, little dishonesties, and proceeds to bigger and bigger ones. If you give
into the first little one, he will lead you into another and another and another until you are walking all
twisted and deformed. That is why the demons are so ugly. Their appearance in the spirit reflects the
ugliness of their deeds. After centuries of evil, they have become hideously deformed. If you react to
others, rather than forgiving them - you, too, become deformed. This is why I died on the Cross: that all
deformities could be healed and forgiven once the soul made up their mind to come to Me and repent. 

"If you give in to evil impulses when they are small, you will become weaker and the next occasion is
easier for you to justify doing what is wrong. If you resist evil suggestions at the onset, you become
stronger. 

"The decision to grow in beauty and holiness, or shrivel up into ugliness and evil, is entirely up to you. I
warn you in your conscience not to do something, because I know how it will affect you as well as others.
And My heart is for you to be holy. When you connect with evil, you partner with demons and they
continue to lead you into wickedness, until you are beyond repentance and destined for Hell.

"You object and say to Me, 'Oh, no! Never me. I'm not going to Hell - I'm a good person, after all.' You
may have been good at some point... although good does not guarantee salvation. But when you FIRST
decided to compromise with the Truth and go against your conscience, where I advise you, you turned
and started downwards.

"It matters not how many times you've been hurt by others. When you retaliate, you become like them and
lose your light. Salt that has lost its savor is good for nothing but throwing out on the ground to be
trampled. You have lost your place in My Kingdom when you choose evil. It starts very small...a little
compromise here, a little more there. The soul becomes hardened and does not recoil at the thought of
evil but embraces it - first reluctantly, then eagerly. 

"There may be qualms at the beginning, but as you choose evil over good, the qualms become weaker and
weaker and your warning system is disabled. So, more and more, you justify and choose the evil path and
your heart becomes hardened.

"I created you in beauty and innocence, but you can lose it by your own free will choices. I can restore it
to you with a good and genuine confession of evil, accompanied by deep contrition. But if you are beyond
the point of wanting to be holy before Me, you are headed for great sorrows and disappointments. I will
not choose to use a vessel that was unto honor, but now has chosen to cover their sins and keep going."

And He quickened to me Ezekiel 33:17-20 The Message of the Watchman.
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'The way of the Lord is not right,' when it is their own way that is not right. "When the righteous turns
from his righteousness and commits iniquity, then he shall die in it. "But when the wicked turns from his
wickedness and practices justice and righteousness, he will live ....

After reading that, I said to the Lord, "When you reprove me with this Scripture, I tremble."

"And well you should. I am warning you that you have set off on the path of destruction and to turn back
before it is too late. 

"Do not take these admonitions as punishment, My Precious Ones - please do not. 

"Rather, take them as instruction that, if followed, will lead to life and life more abundantly. Each of you
has much to lose when you depart from the right way. 

"These are the last moments of the end times and there is no more time to toy with compromise and sin.
At any moment your life could end. Then you will stand before Me either clean or dirty. I hold your lives
in the palm of My hand. I sustain your lives with My love and I would rather see your life end than watch
you proceed down paths of iniquity and lose your soul. 

"It is one thing to lose your calling and quite another to lose your soul. If I see that you have crusted over
your heart and conscience, I may very well take you to preserve your soul. 

"So, now we are too close to the end for any more deception and dishonesty, especially dishonesty with
yourself. Recognize well the frailty of your souls and strengthen what remains. For the temptations of
these times are beyond anything you've ever faced in your life."

That reminds me, guys, of CERN. How CERN has opened up that portal to the demons. And we've seen
thousands of demons flooding in because of those open portals. And things have gotten a lot tougher in
the last 6 months.

The Lord continued, "Right now, there is GREAT opportunity for advancement in My Kingdom. And to
counter that, there are also great opportunities for a fall. If you have fallen, come to Me. I love and
embrace you. Confess your sin, let Me hold you and make your scarlet soul as white as snow. Let Me
restore you to the lofty place you fell from. Let Me return to you the shining beauty of your soul and the
plans I had for you in My Kingdom.

He who conceals his transgressions will not prosper, But he who confesses and forsakes them will find
compassion. How blessed is the man who fears always, But he who hardens his heart will fall into
calamity....Proverbs 28:13-14 

How blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, Whose sin is covered! How blessed is the man to
whom the LORD does not impute iniquity, And in whose spirit there is no deceit!...Psalm 32:1-2

"All are vulnerable to falling. The greatest sin is the lack of repentance, thinking I did not see what you
did and no one else will ever know. That is the height of foolishness. So, come to Me repentant and I will
restore you and strengthen your resolve to go and sin no more.
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"I say this, because I love you with a love you will never fully understand on Earth. No one has ever loved
you as I do. Come to Me and I will restore you."

And that was the end of His message.

Well, dear Family, as I ended this message I thought, 'Gee, this is not a very positive message...was this
really a word from Jesus or my own flesh talking???' I mean, I was really concerned.

I went into the kitchen to make one of those microwave boxed Chinese dinners. And after it cooked, I
opened it And the carrot I used for this illustration was right on top! The most perfect, orange heart I have
ever seen...

The Lord sent me a confirmation. And just then I heard Him say, "This message WAS from Me, not from
your own mind." 

So, guys, let's all take it to heart, check our consciences and repent before Him if we've done any of these
things. I know I have some repenting to do.

The Lord bless you all. He's coming really soon. Please, let's be ready.
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The Destruction of America - the Modern Day Nineveh

 June 24, 2016

The Steadfast Endurance of Jesus in His Passion be with
you all.

Please, Heartdwellers, pray the Divine Mercy prayer every
day. The three o'clock hour is best if you can, but please
pray it. And avail yourselves to the Stations of the Cross,
which will greatly strengthen you in adversity.

Tonight, when I had a communion service, I held up the wine to the Lord and, as on other nights, I saw
Him take the chalice and pour it over the Earth. I also saw Him break the host over the Earth. He is
pouring Himself over the Earth, Heartdwellers...for those last minute conversions and in atonement for
our sins and the sins of the whole world.

So, when I came into prayer, the Lord was holding me very closely. His mood was pensive...

"Oh, Clare, we are so very close. So close, I am breathless. This is much more intense than My Passion,
much more." 

And as He held me, I just sensed the groaning coming up from His bowels. Just a terrible groaning - deep,
deep, deep interior aching coming up from inside of Him.

He continued, "Up until now, I have not allowed you to see My status. But I must tell you, I am in
excruciating pain. I am truly breathless. This is the worst thing that I have ever had to do. There is no
parallel. But the Earth must be cleansed of the filth that has overtaken it. 

"So much harm has been done by the greedy and rich. They are literally eating the food off the plates of
the poor; whereas I created the Earth rich in resources for all. Poverty was never necessary, although I
have used famines to get the attention of My People when they went astray. 

"But now, what can I say? 'Father deliver Me from this hour, but not My will but Thy will be done.' This
must be done, but how overwhelmingly sinister and dark are the days ahead. My Bride, I have not wanted
to sully our wedding day with these concerns, but how can I hide them from you? You know I have not
been transparent with you. And it is not My Heart nor My custom to keep things hidden from My very
own flesh and blood.

"Oh, My heart stands still and there is silence in Heaven for what must soon come to pass. All are
astonished and holding their breath for the destruction of the nations. All are intensely tuned in to this
hour upon us. We are in complete and extraordinary unity...and all are holding their breath, just as I am.

"The Earth itself waits with all Creation groaning, over what must come to pass. The universal awareness
of the struggle between light and darkness is amplified thousands of times in the very being of My
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Creation. Oh, yes, My Creation has being, though it is not in My likeness; nonetheless, it has awareness
of those things necessary to it. 

"And like a horse being ridden by a drunkard, it is acutely aware of the corruption of mankind. Yes,
acutely aware. It is the hour of blackness...the triumph of evil over good."

And at that point, Heartdwellers, I needed to take a break. I felt like the Lord wanted to speak to me
through the Scriptures. So, I prayerfully opened the Bible to the Book of Nahum, which is all about the
destruction of Nineveh, and how the cruelty of the Assyrians in Nineveh was felt by other nations. It was
destroyed by fire and water.

I want to take a moment and share with you some of the parallels.

"After having ruled for more than 600 years with hideous tyranny and violence, from the Caucasus and
the Caspian, to the Persian Gulf and from beyond - the Tigris to Asia Minor in Egypt, Nineveh vanished
like a dream. Its end was strange, sudden, tragic. It was God's doing, His judgment on Assyria's pride.
The appearance of the ruins shows that the destruction of the city was due not only to the assailing foe,
but also to the flood and fire. Thus confirming the ancient prophecies concerning it. The recent
excavations have shown that fire was a great instrument in the destruction of the Nineveh palaces.
Charred alabaster, charred wood and charcoal, colossal states split through with heat are met with in parts
of the Nineveh mounds, and attest to the veracity of prophecy." (Biblical foreword comments.)

So, this was ancient Nineveh. And the Lord here is using this as a parallel to current day Nineveh. There
are highlights here that are just striking parallels with the United States.

(in the following, Clare's reflections are in parenthesis.)

1:2 The Lord is a jealous and avenging God;

 the Lord takes vengeance and is filled with wrath.

The Lord takes vengeance on his foes

 and vents his wrath against his enemies.

3 The Lord is slow to anger but great in power;

 the Lord will not leave the guilty unpunished.

His way is in the whirlwind and the storm,

 and clouds are the dust of his feet.

...5 The mountains quake before him

 and the hills melt away.
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The earth trembles at his presence, 

(Earthquakes and tsunamis)

the world and all who live in it.

6 Who can withstand his indignation?

 Who can endure his fierce anger?

His wrath is poured out like fire;

 the rocks are shattered before him. 

(And that sounds very much like nuclear war to me.)

7 The Lord is good,

 a refuge in times of trouble.

He cares for those who trust in him, 

(Especially those of us who are praying Psalm 91 and really do trust in the Lord.)

8 but with an overwhelming flood

he will make an end of Nineveh;

he will pursue his foes into the realm of darkness.

(And this reminded me of NYC under water, the overwhelming flood. New York and San Francisco.)

...and pursue his foes into the realm of darkness.

(The multi-level D.U.M.B.S. underground bunkers and bases, the realms of darkness. Whatever they plot
against the Lord, the New World Order here)

 he will bring to an end; 

(and that reminds me of the Millennium.)

trouble will not come a second time.

10 They will be entangled among thorns

 and drunk from their wine;
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 they will be consumed like dry stubble.

(And that reminds me of the materialism that's so heavy in this country, that people do not recognize what
they're in for. They're totally grown over by thorns, and they're not seeing what's coming.)

11 From you, Nineveh, has one come forth

 who plots evil against the Lord

 and devises wicked plans.

(That would be Obama.)

12 This is what the Lord says:

"Although they have allies and are numerous,

 they will be destroyed and pass away. 

(And that would be NATO, the Allies. And they will be destroyed and pass away in world war.)

Although I have afflicted you, Judah,

 I will afflict you no more.

13 Now I will break their yoke from your neck

 and tear your shackles away." 

(How much opposition have we given Israel in trying to divide the nation? The Lord's going to break that
away.)

14 The Lord has given a command concerning you, Nineveh:

 "You will have no descendants to bear your name.

I will destroy the images and idols

 that are in the temple of your gods.

(That's reminiscent of the capitol rotunda and Washington, the way Washington is laid out and the intense
pictographs and paintings of Roman gods.)

I will prepare your grave,

 for you are vile." 
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(Again, earthquakes and tsunamis.)

2:1 An attacker advances against you... 

(Russia. North Korea and the Chinese.)

Guard the fortress,

 watch the road,

 brace yourselves,

 marshal all your strength!

3 The shields of the soldiers are red; 

(That's Russia.)

the warriors are clad in scarlet.

The metal on the chariots flashes

 on the day they are made ready;

 4 The chariots storm through the streets, 

(That's Urban Warfare.)

rushing back and forth through the squares.

They look like flaming torches;

 they dart about like lightning.

5 Nineveh summons her picked troops,

 yet they stumble on their way. 

(They're not prepared! And we hardly have any troops left, they've all been deployed to far away from our
country. Deliberately.)

They dash to the city wall;

 the protective shield is put in place.

6 The river gates are thrown open
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 and the palace collapses. 

(Flooding, everywhere.)

Nineveh is like a pool

 whose water is draining away.

"Stop! Stop!" they cry,

 but no one turns back. 

(That reminds me of after a tsunami. When a tsunami comes in, it destroys everything. And then it drains
all the way back out to sea again. All her treasures are gone. New York. San Francisco. L.A. Chicago. But
no-one turns back.)

9 Plunder the silver!

 Plunder the gold!

The supply is endless,

 the wealth from all its treasures!

10 She is pillaged, plundered, stripped!

 Hearts melt, knees give way,

 bodies tremble, every face grows pale. 

(The shock of Americans when our country is attacked.)

3:1 Woe to the city of blood,

 full of lies,

full of plunder,

 never without victims! 

(To me, that's Washington. Washington and New York.)

...Many casualties,

 piles of dead,

bodies without number,
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 people stumbling over the corpses--

4 all because of the wanton lust of a prostitute,

 alluring, the mistress of sorceries,

who enslaved nations by her prostitution

 and peoples by her witchcraft. 

(And to me, this speaks of the whole Vatican debacle, and the USA and the New World Order.
Everything moving in that direction. Which, the occult symbolism beneath all of that is tremendous.)

"I am against you," declares the Lord Almighty.

 "I will lift your skirts over your face.

I will show the nations your nakedness 

(Total, total destruction.)

6 I will pelt you with filth,

 I will treat you with contempt

 and make you a spectacle. 

(Ruins everywhere and cities gone.)

11 You too will become drunk;

 you will go into hiding

 and seek refuge from the enemy.

12 All your fortresses are like fig trees

 with their first ripe fruit;

when they are shaken,

 the figs fall into the mouth of the eater.

(To me, that's the plunder of the underground cities and the D.U.M.B. bases.)

13 Look at your troops--
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 they are all weaklings.

The gates of your land

 are wide open to your enemies; 

(We HAVE no gates. We have no walls. We are un-walled villages.)

fire has consumed the bars of your gates. 

(To me, that speaks of nuclear bombs.)

And I really don't want to talk anymore about it, that's certainly enough. Although, the last paragraph is
very important to me, I believe.

19 ...All who hear the news about you

 clap their hands at your fall,

for who has not felt

 your endless cruelty? 

(And that, to me, is reminiscent of the School of the Americas.)

So, there's some parallels. I've never understood what this book meant before, but I really feel the Lord
opened my eyes to it, my understanding to it tonight.

And I asked the Lord about Putin, too, tonight, because I had a tremendous burden for him. And I just
sense that there's something good about the man. And I was asking the Lord, 'cause the Lord told me that
he was complicate in all of this. He's part of the program, that everything is scripted by the "power that
be".

And I said, "Lord, please, I am troubled by what has been said about Putin. Is he really with the Elite after
all?"

And the Lord answered me, "He is only complying with what must be done. He, in fact, does not have
control of the world, neither do the Chinese; they are all scripted, Clare. He is a decent man, much like
another leader that you admired was a decent man, but under the control of principalities. Does this put
your heart at ease?"

"Yes, I guess so, Lord." He's speaking of another leader here, who was put in a position. Had a
tremendous amount of integrity and loyalty to God, but he was put in a position where he couldn't act
independently. But nonetheless, the Lord anointed his life, even though he had to do the things that he
wouldn't have chosen to do. The Lord turned it around and He anointed him, so that what was meant for
evil, turned out to be good. And I'm not going to go into that any deeper.
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Then the Lord continued, and He said, "My Daughter, I am truly watching over the words of your mouth.
You cannot hope to be perfect, but I can. Rest in this. I am watching over our flock and what they
receive." 

'Cause that was a point I was beginning to doubt: did I not hear the Lord? Did I miss Him?

And I told Him, "Thank you Lord, that really helps." And I do have a peace about this. I believe he is a
good man, but he can't act independently. And he certainly right now is being forced into a stranglehold
that his very survival depends on his reaction, because Obama is...wants war. He's trying to destroy our
country. And the way he's going to do it is through nuclear war. But pray for Putin, because who knows
what the Lord will do.

The Lord continued, "How can I speak? My tongue cleaves to the roof of My mouth in anticipation of
what mankind will suffer. I can barely speak, so horrendous is the reality of the hour that is upon us.

"Prayers are being offered up as thick clouds of incense, rising to My Father's throne all over the Earth,
because My people know what is coming. Arrangements are being made by My angels to lessen the
judgments in some areas because of these prayers. New York is one of them, although they do not realize
the heights of evil in this city. (that is, the New Yorkers.) This city is likened to the throne of Satan in the
evil that it's done. While the fate of the city will not be changed, the fate of its individuals will. There will
be protection and provision extended to certain ones.

"Others have made themselves a fragrant offering for the unsaved."

Those are the ones who have said, "Lord, is I must die in this, take my life and apply some graces to those
who are unsaved. Let me make an offering of my life to You for the unsaved.

He continued, "There are miracles of grace and hearts the size of a great canyon interceding right now.
My Father will have great pity on many.

"In this, hour My Children, I cannot stress the importance of prayer enough. If you do not have a burden,
you need only to ask. Begin praying in tongues, and whoever comes to mind, offer up your prayers for
them and the burden will be gently placed in your heart. Follow up on it. Be responsive to My Spirit. All
during the day and night, remember. Remember these people in your prayers. Great wonders of mercy
will take place because of your tender hearts and your vigilant prayers. 

"There are thrones in store for My faithful Prayer Warriors. They have no desire for such things, and that
is precisely what qualifies them. Yes, thrones are prepared and from these thrones you will administer
justice and assistance to the down-trodden and oppressed. Your response to humanity is what will qualify
you to rule and reign - not that you care in this moment. But know that, in that moment, you will be
overjoyed at the power given you to change evil to good by the assistance of My angels assigned to you.

"For the rest of you who have not received burdens as yet, ask and they shall be given. 

"I leave you now with these words of encouragement. Many that will perish knew that they would from
their conception and agreed to it for the sake of others. In Heaven, so many things are clearly
understood. Spiritual realities are well understood, even by those souls just created from the substance of
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My Father's heart. 

"They well understood their offering before they came to Earth. Others who have chosen the paths of the
world and repeatedly rejected Me, have chosen their eternity as well. Pray for a millisecond of
repentance in that hour, that I might have an excuse to fetch them from the claws of Satan.

"You are about to entire into a horrific war zone, My People. Please be prepared to sustain your prayers
for the world. And above all, cleave to Me. Cleave to Me with all your might. I am with you, even in the
darkest of hours. 

"I am there with you. Cleave to Me." 
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Higher Realms of Prayer and Sacrifice Changing the World

 June 26, 2016

The Lord Jesus is guiding and forming us, Heartdwellers.
May we receive His wisdom and patience with gratitude
and perseverance.

Carol and I had a conversation about the continuing stability
of the world, despite threats from wars and rumors of wars.
The Lord has told us minute-by-minute, but it is dragging

on. Things ramp up and it looks like war is about to erupt, then things cool off. No war yet. And though
we prayed for mercy, we didn't expect mercy???

Carol was asking the Lord if He would keep us here until Trump was in office and He began speaking to
her, "I do not want you to fear, or relax the vigil of prayer. And this tension of wondering will help you.
DO NOT relax into thinking you may have yet another 4 months." 

Oh, how foolish we are, guys. Oh, how foolish we are... Here is mercy, a reprieve, nations backing down
again. Each time they ramp up right to the edge, and then they back down again. But the Lord continues
to keep us on the edge!

Lord, truly what is going on and what do I tell them?

I heard His voice immediately, "Tell them I am waiting. There is a groundswell of conversions going on
in this moment as countries are waking up to the agenda of the New World Order. There are pockets of
conversions going on that are beginning to swell and take with them those around them. As this is
happening, it is not the time for any dramatic change. I have told you, you would have peace that you
have done all you could do when the time came. 

"Have you had this peace, Clare?"

No, Lord, in fact I've made a mental note. I have not.

"The world is beginning to see that politics without God are more entrapping than politics with God.
Pres. Putin has been better to his people than Pres. Obama. Waking up from communism and embracing
the moral standards of the Faith, protecting the concept of family and nurturing her people. Giving the
poor opportunities, building bunkers for her population...preventing Sharia law. While Obama is
counting on the decimation of the masses without protection from nuclear war, and allowing America's
laws to be changed by Muslims." 

Lord, I don't understand. You have said this was scripted, yet Putin's spoken agendas are far different than
Obama's. I don't get it.

"I have told you before, Dear One, Pres. Putin is not a free agent. If he were, things would be different.
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The overthrow of the Elite is the next thing on My agenda. As the peoples of the world wake up to the
manipulation, slaughter and total disregard for the lives of the common man; as they wake up, they can
and will overthrow this evil force. 

"More and more from higher levels are falling out of agreement with the plans to annihilate the
populations of the world. More and more in very high levels are beginning to see: what they have
planned to end others, will in fact be their own demise. This is the effect of your prayers. 

"As we stay on the edge of our seats, interceding, massive movements are beginning to emerge. Those
who were with the agenda are turning away and joining others in a counter-movement."

I asked Him: Does this mean the whole world will convert?

"I wish..." He said wistfully. "There are still plenty with controlling, greedy agendas completely in league
with the devil. It will be a battle, a big battle. But I am with those who are with Me. Though they be
outnumbered, I am on their side, doing things that will give them an advantage over their enemies. 

"I am for what is right and good. I am for a people who are fully awake to their sins and know they have
opened the door to this oppression by their worldliness. They have only to repent and pay attention to Me
and what is really going on. Your world has been so consumed with Capitalism and acquisition, they
sided with whoever could give them the most 'bang for their buck' as the idiom goes. 

"Now they are seeing how counter-productive that actually is playing out to be. In short, they are waking
up to their insatiable lust for power and wealth and seeing that what lies before them is a wasteland of
their indifference, created by manipulation and greed...'Give me my candy and I'll vote for you.'

"While secular humanism, which holds to the ideals of Satanism, has won over the minds of leaders in the
past, they are now seeing the continuing opportunity for a one world dictator is very dangerous." 

At this point, my eyes were starting to close involuntarily. I said, "Lord, I am so tired."

He answered me, "This is a start a good start on the message. Go to bed." That was around 2:00am in the
morning...

An hour later and I'm back and bushy-tailed. I began to discern and double-check discernment on the first
half of this message. I have been feeling a little torn between what is happening in the political world that
might impact the salvation of souls, and the continuing word of the Lord that it could begin at any
moment. That seems so counter-productive to getting Mr. Trump in office. I received the confirmation I
was looking for, that the first part of this message is indeed Jesus speaking to me. You know, I worry
because sometimes my pride...sometimes He has to discipline my pride by letting me fail in discernment.
So, I try to be very careful.

And He began speaking in that moment. "Clare, you have continued to be vigilant to lower yourself, and
this lowliness has brought about My fidelity in speaking through you." 

Oh, Lord, I weep at the sight of my sins and unworthiness. I feel so riddled through with pride and
judgment. I positively hate those thoughts, and that part of my character.
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"And that hatred is half the battle. Keep calling on Me, Clare, keep calling on Me. Your continuing
prayers to be lower and lower keep Me coming back and fine-tuning you. Oh, how pleasing these prayers
are to Me. If only My people knew how powerful meekness is before Me and the citizens of Heaven."

Lord, I want to be little, please keep helping me to be little. And I miss our times together, Jesus. I miss
You.

I said this because lately I've grown a little tired with my wonderful worship list ... and felt the need for
what I call 'Sacred Silence' and just being still before Him. So, I haven't had the kind of worship
experiences that include music; I have preferred the silence. And Jesus has begun speaking to me
immediately, so I didn't really get to dwell in His presence and worship Him.

Just after I said this, I began to feel my head resting against His warm shoulder. And the sweetness of His
presence drew me up and out of myself into His tender Love.

He said, "We need this, Clare; you need this, and I need this...truly We have needed this kind of time
together."

But now in this moment, all I can do is bask in His presence in total silence, no music or worship with
words per se... just the overwhelming sweetness and security of His arms and my longing to shower Him
with my gratitude. There is nothing this world has that can even begin to compare with truly loving God.

Well, as I entered deeper and deeper into this Sacred silence, my body relaxed and I began to feel
insecure sitting in a chair, so I went to lay down, my head still resting over His heart.

Ezekiel is so sweet - he always honors that. And if I start to get distracted, he said, "Isn't the Lord present
to you right now? Don't get distracted!"

So, as I lay there with my head on His shoulder, my mind would wander in and out of His
presence...drawn away by silly distractions of the world...silly concerns, thorns actually. And somehow,
He would draw me back to that very pure place over His heart.

Finally, I was so relaxed I fell asleep. I awoke at 4:00 and realized I was much too tired to keep going.

So, here I am at 12:00 in the afternoon, wanting very much to hear whatever else He has to say and get it
to you, my dear Heartdwelling Family.

This brings me to the struggle I've had lately. I'm going to ask all of you to pay particular attention to my
words and read the transcript of this when Carol gets it up, because if you don't pay really close attention
to every word, you're going to misunderstand what I am saying and go off in the wrong direction.

I've been perplexed by the Lord's absolute insistence on intercession, as though the world was ending
tomorrow... and yet the continued waiting. I know He said 'minute-by-minute', but lately I've been feeling
that minute-by-minute is being extended and I haven't had the peace He spoke of several months ago. At
that time, He said something to the effect of, "You will know it is time because you will feel you have
done everything that was yours to do, and you will have great peace." I know what great peace feels like:
there's a sense of finality and accomplishment where you can finally let it go and rest in His pleasure that
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you've finished the work given you.

I don't feel that, dear friends.

Rather I am feeling, "Come on let's get on with it. Let's finish up." Well, this whole idea of minute-by-
minute waiting doesn't exactly make sense to me in light of the world situation. I really believe Mr.
Trump is being raised up by God. I really feel that the tide is turning against the Elite and I, in my foolish
human reasoning - totally ignorant mind you - really can't make these two puzzle pieces quite fit together.

So, I'm going back to the conversation I had with Carol. And basically, He said that He wants us all on
the edge of our seats, waiting with Him - but pressing in with intercession for the world. And He's
allowing us to feel this urgent calling, because He is ramping us up in prayer.

Heartdwellers, our prayers, combined with others, ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE!! If He were to tell
us that the Rapture was far off, would we be praying this way with so much passion and intensity? Well,
no, I wouldn't be. I'd be more focused on working and even having a little tiny bit of recreation, like an
innocent movie once every two weeks. But He has kept us busy nearly every moment of the day.

Now, being totally transparent with you all, because I really want you to get it, I think to myself, 'Well,
one of our listeners told us of a certain popular visionary that said the Rapture was more than a decade
away!' So I'm thinking to myself, 'What's up with this, do I have it all wrong? Because it hasn't happened
yet? And Jesus says "any minute?'"

Then I look at Israeli News live, which maybe I shouldn't look at? Not sure on this one guys. I don't look
at any other news sites at all. But I think I might be skating near the edge here.

And the Lord addressed this confusion of mine, my fears about myself and hearing Jesus and Jesus only,
clearly, and He did it through the Bible Promises. When I asked Him about Israeli News Live and if I
should share one of their videos, I opened to Marriage, and this line stood out, "Drink waters from your
own cistern. Flowing waters from your own well." Proverbs 5:15

This has always meant 'Don't drink from other sources.' That's the history of that Scripture verse.

I truly got it in that moment. Jesus has assembled a group here, a group of heartdwellers who love to rest
in His heart. He is forming us in a very specific way, unique to us. And the way in which He is leading us
is not just prophetic, but intensely focused on preparing us with the virtues He loves in His Bride.

He continues to stretch us and draw us out and up into higher realms of prayer, self-sacrifice and
brotherly love. What He is doing with us is unique to us. What He is doing with other visionaries is
unique to them. In other words, don't be tasting the waters of other wells, don't be comparing, don't be
questioning. Trust Him that He is indeed filling this well with fresh, anointed, living waters and He is
doing it in His own special way, unique to us.

One thing I do know about myself, is that I don't get really serious unless the situations around me get
really serious...then I buckle down. I think that's probably human nature though. And Jesus is getting us
to buckle down and expand our horizons. He is taking us into new realms of our own particular crosses in
love, prayer and sacrifice. Places where, before, we tended towards indifference, but now we hurt
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intensely for those destined for Hell.

As we continue to pray, not only are we growing, but a grassroots movement is beginning to emerge
against Satan's plan for the nations. What wonderful fruit from our prayers this is!! Of course, not only
our prayers but others as well. Still, we can see with this little well, the Lord is forming us and changing
the world and He's doing it in His own way; imparting understanding to us little by little in a specific way
intended for His Heartdwellers and the plans He has for us, now and in Eternity.

So, just to be sure...I didn't say the Rapture was years or decades off, as some say it is. Rather, I said the
Lord wants us on the edge of our seats, putting forth all our best efforts to finish our assignments and pray
passionately for those we do not even know...even the nations who are considered our enemies. And pray
as if it were ALL going to end tomorrow.

At this point I asked the Lord, 'Do You have You anything to add, Jesus?

"My Brides, it is just as she has said. Again, she has spoken My Heart to you." 
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Lord What Are You Doing With Us in This Hour?

 June 29, 2016

Our waiting is not in vain, dear Heartdwellers. There is a
rich windfall of graces being dispensed to us in this hour;
graces that will impact our eternity and the eternity of
others. So, be encouraged.

Today, as I came into worship, (and actually, that was
yesterday) I felt strongly the need to be present to the Lord
as His Bride. I was soon feeling and seeing myself in His

arms, moving to the music and really getting ministry from the songs as I sang them to Him in my heart. I
knew He was singing some of them back to me as well, and all my fears and false guilts just melted away.

I began, "Thank you, Lord, for the extra strength and wonderful dance time."

Jesus answered me, "I was hoping you'd like it. I sing to you from My heart, you know. I pick those songs
because they truly mean something to Me. They convey how I feel about you."

Lord, this feels very much like puppy love.

"That's right." He said. "Innocent and pure puppy love. Isn't it wonderful?"

Just catching a glimpse of Your face feels wonderful...Resting over Your heart is wonderful... Knowing
how much You care feels wonderful... Never have I been loved like this before, and only Ezekiel comes
'close.' But He is but a creation and Your love is the love of the Creator.

"Yes, and I created him for you. Would that all could find the love of their dreams, but most do not know
how to wait. Waiting is not easy. Waiting implies solid hope; hope is in direct proportion to faith, that
what you are hoping for will become an eventuality. That is the realm you are all operating in. And the
stronger your faith, the more productive and peaceful you will be. 

"That is why Satan tries so hard to undermine your faith; so much depends upon it. When a soul becomes
impatient, they choose many wrong turns and I must go ahead of them to steer them back on the right
track. As your faith increases, so does your hope increase, until you are so full you are spilling over onto
others. You are radiant with hope, because you know Who you have put your trust in. This is the point at
which you can touch others in the deepest way.

"As My Bride is waiting in faith, she is hoping and increasing in glory, which will flow out on to others.
Without waiting, there can be no hope. And without faith, waiting is fruitless. What I am saying is that
you are all growing in faith, hope and trust. Each day you are becoming stronger and stronger. This
impacts many areas of your lives, more than you realize. It is like weight lifting. Building up spiritual
muscle also has its affect on speed, agility, endurance and strength. 
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"Waiting, in a similar way, affects your whole life and the way you do things. You are exercising self-
control based on your faith in Me - you are waiting on Me. 

"Oh, it does so much, Clare, it cannot be calculated.

"This precious group of souls who have rallied around you, to hear from Me, are shining lights in the
world. Their luster is not flashy or of this world; rather they appear dull and drab and of no consequence.
And that is the safest possible place to be.

"Have I not said, 'I have chosen the foolish of this world to confound the wise?'"

Lord, I just got that rhema.

"Yes, indeed, it is good for you to be reminded of that. Missing a front tooth is a good exercise in
humility."

Oh boy...

"Nevertheless, I know how happy you will be to get rid of the 'goofy' smile." 

Very happy, Lord. Thank you.

"Restful waiting also releases your time; you are not filled with anxiety, trying always to figure things
out. Rather, you trust that I am in control and you will know what you need to know... when you need to
know it. Do you realize how much glory that brings Me? When you say to others, 'I don't have the
answer, but Jesus does. And when He is ready He will tell me.' What a holy example to live by. 

"If your life is going well, and you can trust Jesus - then by example you are saying, 'You can trust Jesus,
too.' These are ways, My Brides, that you bear witness to Me. Because I am so real to you, almighty and
powerful and worthy of entrusting your very lives to Me. By that example, you declare that I am Lord.
People watch your actions; they are far more interested in what you do and how you do it than what you
say.

"You are the light of the world and your very presence in a room changes the atmosphere. Your peaceful
and calm demeanor radiates, just as an angry demeanor changes how people feel. When you live your life
resting in Me, you declare that I am alive and well, living in you. When you are agitated, fearful and
impatient - you declare your insecurity and mistrust of Me.

"In short, by your faith-filled watching, you are causing others to turn their glance to Me, to trust Me and
follow My lead. You see, this is part of what I am accomplishing right now in you. Your very security,
resting in Me, removes you from the machinations of the world and all the error that goes forth from it." 

And at this point, I had to go to bed, because it was all that I could really concentrate and receive from
Him. So, the next morning, I woke up.

And I said, "Lord, You have filled me so sweetly with Yourself, I'm floating! Jesus, You are so good to
me."
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And that was the effect of the worship that we had that morning.

He answered me, "How could I be anything other than that? I love you so much, Clare. You may not have
as much as other souls so very rich in virtue, talent and intellect, but what you do have you've given to
Me. And now you have My riches, My talents and intellect. What more could you possibly want?"

Of course, I always want more, so I said, "Your waiting arms, that transport me right into Your heart of
hearts. The place of my delight, Lord".

And today in worship, I saw that as we danced, I was wearing my wedding dress and He was wearing a
black tuxedo, tastefully trimmed with black satin on the lapels. Even before we danced and I went into
worship, I could hear His thoughts flooding my mind, which was still in the process of waking up.

The Lord cut in, "And those thoughts are probably one of the most important messages I have for My
people in this hour. 

"Dear Ones, you are the Chosen Generation. You have been sent to the Earth for such a time as this.
Yours is to prepare those who will survive into the Tribulation. Your legacy is holiness - without
legalisms. You are, by your examples, retrieving souls from the pits of disillusionment and raising them
up into a true relationship with Me, free from the oppressive trappings of Religion. 

"Oppression begins where anointing leaves off. All that is done without My Holy Spirit is of man and the
flesh. Rules and structure are only useful when they do not quench My Spirit, but rather support Him in
His workings within a body of believers. 

"The world is so full of victims of Religion and many of them were highly anointed and suppressed. They
became disillusioned and isolated, lacking the sweet exchange of fellowship. Beguiled by spirits of false
guilt, they toss to and fro, blaming themselves, blaming churches, back and forth as the enemy torments
them.

"You have been chosen to lead them down the pure path of Love, that still conforms to the Scriptures. You
have been called to raise up the end times warriors from their pits of despair and isolation and bring
them this good news: 'Jesus is not a Religion; He is all about relationship, an intimate relationship.'

"You are preparing those who must survive the Tribulation; this is your contribution. 

"I know you have been focused on the Rapture, and never should you lose your bearings in this regard.
But you have something more to do for Me while you are waiting; a contribution to make and leave
behind. You were chosen for this hour, to rescue souls out of their pits of disillusionment and into an
army fit for battle - one of the last battles on Earth - simply by imparting this Truth to them."

And that truth is that Jesus is not a religion; He's all about relationship.

The Lord continued, "Once this is truly grasped, all the rest will follow, because they are in right
relationship with Me. In this hour you have a very special purpose: it is yours to rouse and encourage
them.
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"I have been awakening you to the other side of your calling, to leave a legacy of love and faithfulness to
My Spirit and the Scriptures. So that, reflecting on your lives, they may rise up in Me and fight the
remaining battles with all the RIGHT tools. Legalism chained and banished, fidelity to the Heart of the
Law and moving with My Spirit in complete freedom of expression, as a Body. Not an isolated soul here
and there. 

"In your courageous efforts to stay in unity on this Channel, you have opened the door for others to learn
the meaning of the words, 'Love one another as I have loved you.' You have shown that on YouTube there
can be a family of righteousness and brotherly love where backbiting, division, one-upmanship and
undercutting one another is exposed as evil and not allowed. And as a result, even those who come here
with malcontent are encouraged with kind words and prayer to draw closer to Me, lay down their rancor
and embrace a different way full of peace and good fruits. A way where I welcome them into My
arms...no matter how foul their past may be. 

"You have a job to do, you who dwell in My Heart. I gave you My all. I am asking you: leave behind your
all for others. You are the light of the world and you will shine most brightly just before I take you to
Myself. You are leaving an imprint on those who behold you, an imprint of Who I truly am to them. And
just like the shroud I left behind, the imprint left on you from dwelling in My Heart will leave a lasting
impression. 

"You will also observe that each time we get close to the Rapture and you vigorously apply yourselves to
prayer, there is a major breakthrough. These breakthroughs are no accident. They open the doors of
Hope for your unsaved loved ones. 

"This last rally, as things came close - there were multiple international breakthroughs, with sleeping
eyes opening to the evils of a Satanic One World government. Which has been billed as a step forward for
humanity, but is being recognized now for what it really is: another opportunity for a dictator, not just
over hundreds of thousands - but over millions. A world dictator that will crush every right I handed over
to you with free will.

"Because of all the prayers and sacrifices, that paper mask of goodness is starting to wear thin and horns
are becoming visible to even those who do not know the Scriptures. Yes, it is true. Revelation will be
fulfilled. But I am looking at the millions of souls who will inherit the light shining out from you and
others who have embraced the Heart of the Law and will draw all men to Me in brotherly love. 

"So, understand. Your very purpose right now is not just to 'make it' in the Rapture. No, that is the
consequence of you living for Me. You have a sacred trust to leave the right impression behind. By your
waiting in absolute faith. You are growing in glory and holiness, being transformed from your lowly
earthly estate to one fit for Heaven and moving far beyond what you have been in the past. You are
outgrowing your earthly caterpillar form - and being transformed with wings for flight.

"You are a chosen generation. An intercessory Body that turns the tides of nations by your focused prayer
when we come close to that final hour. Though the Rapture is averted, you bring many major
breakthroughs, obtaining time for those who had no more time.

"You are a light to the nations, a living image of unconditional love, without the constraints of controlling
religious spirits. You are the generation chosen to leave behind what you have received, while dwelling in
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My heart. This will impact the way the Last Days Army rises up out of the dirt of past failures and
disappointments.

 

"Waiting is not easy, but is transforming from glory to glory, as you exercise faith, hope and trust in Me,
and shining brightly in a world with no hope. All of Heaven is looking on these last days. You carry My
words as you live them before man."

As the Lord was imparting these thoughts to me, I had a consistent image of a huge tsunami of Grace
pressing in from the dawn of Earth's time. Beginning with Adam and Eve, Abraham through Moses, the
prophets and kings, the early church, the great Christians of the dark ages, the Desert Fathers, the
reformation and all the great evangelists and moves of God to our present day. It came from the dawn and
progressed through the day as it moved across this vast ocean of time, and now is making landfall amidst
menacing slate-blue storm clouds. It is cresting as the sun is setting, and just beyond landfall is the total
darkness of the Tribulation.

When this wave hit a certain point, at its height, I saw that it represented souls living in the sum of all the
graces the Lord had shed so far on Earth. All the movements of God were cresting and bringing a tsunami
of Holiness to landfall in brilliant golden light. And as it peaked in height, the luminous crest was taken
up to Heaven - but not before it left an imprint on those who beheld it from the Earth below.

It was as if an image of Jesus was impressed on this golden wave of souls, who were lifted up and
Raptured. And as it ascended, a holy mist descended upon the inhabitants of Earth. And this mist was
bright and nourishing, falling upon those left to face the Tribulation. And they received this mist into their
beings, where it appeared as a light, and they were nourished by it.

We are riding the crest of that wave, Heartdwellers. We are luminous from all we have inherited from
past generations and all God has done in us. We are leaving behind a legacy of Love. We are not just
waiting to be taken up. We are enriching those on Earth, by bearing witness of Who Jesus is in our lives,
and what He has done for us. From glory to glory. And this glory is what we will leave behind, imprinted
on the hearts of all.

So, we are not waiting in idleness. Our earnest prayers are changing nations; our examples are liberating
those oppressed by religious bondage. As a family, we are living an example of love...on YouTube
nonetheless! Our trustful rest and waiting on the Lord are declaring He is Real and worthy of our trust -
even when He is delayed.

And lastly we are leaving an imprint of Who Jesus truly is to each of us.

So, heads up, Heartdwellers. We are here right now for a very specific purpose. Let us not grow weary in
well doing, but realize we have been appointed for these times - and the cross of delays is working in us,
and in others, the Glory of the Lord. Amen.
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Heart Dwellers
http://heartdwellers.org/

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/still-small-voice/
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